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ABSTRACT
This thesis is an examination of Soviet-Finnish relations
with the ourpose of determining exactly what Finland's position is with respoect to the Soviet Union and the dearee to
which the Finns have maintained their autonomy.

An analysis

of Finnish security with respect to Scandinavian NATO members
as well as towards neutral Sweden And the Srviet Union is
drawn tojether with Finland's domestic situation to portray
a nation whose nosition is considerably different from what
it is commonly perceived to be.

Accordingly, the term Fin-

landization and what it actually means is.determined.

Finally,

the potential of the Finnish annroach to dealing with the
Soviet Union is posed as a model for other small powers to
follow in dealing with a super power.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

What difference could a country like Finland :nake in
this world dominated as it is by the supernowers?

Of what

sianificance is the role of the least nonulated of the Scandinavian countries which claims to be neutral?

Isn't "in-

land and its relation with the Soviet Union the personificati,-n of the term Finlandization?
The misconceptions surroundinp these and other questions
concernin!7 the Finns and their way of coexisting with the
Soviets nrovided the autior's motives in choosing this thesis:

the neole of Finland ane not a subjugated lot to be cl ssified as just another of the Scviet satellites.

It is the '7urrose of this thesis to determine the notential of Finland's foreign policy as a model for other small

countries to pursue in dealn" -iith a sunernower such as the
Soviet Union.

Russo-Finnish relations have been the subject

of a wide range of Judqements, from condemnation an,! scorn
to admiration and envy.

This thesis will examine Finland's

ability to maintain harmony with the Soviet Union, which is
xemarkable; particularly, at a time when other Scandinavian

countries'

relations with the Soviets are deteriorating.

Relations between the Finns and the Soviets are of a
unique nature and warrant close examination.

Toward this end

a brief historical summary is nrovided in Chapter II with the
focus of attention being the

L6
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basis of Derspective, the role of Finland in Scandinavia and
the significance of her strategic position aith resnect to
the neighboring Soviet stronghold in the Kola Peninsula is
addressed in Chapter III.
The primary focus of this thesis is examined in Chapter
IV: Finlandization.

What it means from both a Finnish and a

Soviet persDective is of great importance for viewing the relationship of these two countries.

Having defined these views,

Chapter V deals with the Communists' role in Finland and the
degree of Soviet control that is exercised over -he Finns.
Finland's orimary contribution to the subject of world
arms control is summarized in Chanter VI.

It is of diminished

significance in this era of fading detente perhaps, but still
enjoys considerable attention within Scandinavian circles.
The final chapter extracts several suggested answers to
questions about the nature of Soviet-Finnish relations as well
as the role of Finland in world affairs.

These conclusions

constitute the measure of the validity of this thesis.

Whether

or not the reader agrees with these conclusions, it is honed
that at the very least this thesis will provoke a new persnective toward the Finnish peonle and their importance in
international affairs.
During the course of this

research a"visit to Finland*

provided the opportunity to interview individuals from a
diverse sector of Finnish society.

In order that the reader

might tetter understand the perspectives of the author, it

8

seems appropriate to briefly introduce some of these
people.

In response to a request for assistance in coordinating
this trio, the Finnish Ambassador to the United States,
Jaakko Iloniem, cabled the head of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs' press section, Jaakko Bergavist, who was most congenial and receptive to any and all questions and requests.
The majority of the coordination of interviews, however, was
managed by the office of Karl MIttdlh, the editor-in-chief
of the Yearbook cf Finnigh Foreign Policy published by the
Institute of International Affairs.

After an initial session

with Mr. Mdttdla, he channeled his interoretations of this
thesis' ouroose into the most appropriate sources of information.

These sources ranaed from those individuals mentioned

below to a well-stocked library, access to which was orcvided
between interviews.

This was valuable both to make final

oreparations for interviews and to pursue follow-un questions
on unresolved issues.
The significance of the accuracy and in-denth understanding of Mr. Mdttdld's perceptions of the questions out
forth was very imoortant.

His thorough grasp of the issues

addressed in this thesis proved to be of great value.

Pin-

pointing with precise accLracy the most reliable as'well as

comprehensive sources of information, Mr. Mdttdla and his
staff insured an unbiased and cimplete perspective of the
issues was provided in a minimal amount of time.

9I

Professor Apunen, head of the political science denartment at Taminere University was the most outsooken of those
interviewed.

His party affiliation with the social democrats

often puts him at odds with President Kekkonen's views and
his sometimes radical positions were a constant source of
contrast to the staid reaurgitations of the party line presented by such men as the Chief of Political Affairs in the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Klaus Tdrnudd.

The conservative

and reserved remarks of Mr. Tdrnudd were tightly controlled
responses which adhered strictly to official policy.
Similar replies to cuestions were received from the
military sector, renresented by Dr. Kalevi Ruhala and Dr.
?auli JRrvenpA

of the Institute off Military Science, Hel-

stnki.
Of a more moderate nature were the sessions with Mr.
Kivinen, editor of the foreign affairs section of Finland's
leading daily, Helsingin Sonomat (circulation 400,000), who
had Just returned from a trio to Moscow.

Along these same

lines, the conversations with Mr. Jaakko Bergqcvist were
similarly rewarding as candid views were readily forthcoming.

10
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II. HISTORY AND THE WINTER WAR
Finland enjoys a unique relationship with the Soviet
Union, which is to a large degree, based on the historical
precedent that has been set.

After over 650 years in Swedish

union, Finland spent just over a century (1809-1917) as a
Russian Duchy.

Prior to the nineteenth century tremendous

Scandinavian influence was inculcated in the Finns.

Equally

imnortant was the soirit of independence which pervaded every
action of the Finns both individually and as a nation.

This

independence grew out of their livelihood of forestry which
remains the nrimary industry today.

As a Finnish author put

it: "The severity of life in the -north and the ever present
t

forest moulded the Finnish character.

In the backwoods a man

must rely on himself, on his own strength and his own inventiveness."1

The significance of this heritage cannot be dis-

counted.
By becoming allied with Sweden, Tinland also precluded
invasion by conquoring hoards and established a legacy of
private ownership of land.

The loose control exercised by

Sweden left the Finns to largely determine their own fate
and further cultivated the democratic ideals which have persisted in Finnish government.
As Swedish power faded in the eighteenth century, Finland
became increasingly aware of the persistent threat from the
east.

The Swedes, led be King Karl XII, were decisively
i1i

defeated after overextending themselves into Russia and
the Tsar's armies overran Finland.

This oromoted a natural

shift in Finnish posture as her very survival was threatened.
The occunation of Finland by the Russians (1713-1721) left
a bitter taste in the Finns' mouths.

The hate was rekindled

less than a century later as Russia once again occunied Finland in conjunction with the establishment of the Continental
Blockade to fend off Napoleon (1808-9).
The end result of this last occunation was that Finland
was declared an autonomous Grand Duchy.

In spite of this

Russian intervention, however, the Finns were able to oreserve their way of life and continued to run their government
senarate from that of Russia.
was

Other evidence of indenendence

,anifested by the continuation of the constitution which

had its origins in the Swedish neriod.

Additionally, the levels

of taxation were not increased and the Finns were not conscrinted for service under the Tsar.
This was the beginning of the uniaue relationshiD the
Finns have with their neighbor to the east.

Based on a com-

bination of factors: their historical background, qeoaranhic
position, religion, language and livelihood, the Finns de-

veloped as a peaceful neighbor with a distinct autonomous
nature.

The people of Finland were thoroughly capable of

coexisting in spite of not sharing much of the Russian experience.

Perhaps the most obvious example of this is the

fact that the land of Finland was never tilled by serfs,
12

.....

but rather by land-owning neasants.

The sharp contrast in

style of government also emphasizes the disparity in national
life styles between the Russians and the Finns.
What emerged from this nineteenth century experience
with the Russians is an accertance of the past Swedish rule,
tolerance of the imnosed Russian presence and an overall
quest on thi part of the Finnish people to be themselves.
Thi3 notion is perhaos best expressed in the motto of
mid-nineteenth century Finland:

"'W'e are no longer Swedes,

we cannot become Russians, let us then be Finns. '"

Just

as nationalism dominated the oolitical scene throughout
Eurove in the last half of the nineteenth century, so too

I

did it
see its rise in Finland.

Tsar Alexander II was ex-

ceedingly tolerant of the nationalist reforms in Finland,
further increasing the autonomy of his Grand Duchy.

Ethnic

factions within Finland split the populace along language
lines as Swedish sneaking citizens had little tolerance for
what they considered the inferior Finnish tongue spoken by
ever-increasing numbers.

Fortunately for Finland, as so

often happens, the common enemy - Russian oppression - kept

the two factions together.

The Finns felt remote indeed from

the intricate diplomatic maneuverings of Bismarck.

The ef-

fects, however, of mounting European tensions were felt as
Russia's insecurity drove her to extreme measures to fend
off Prussian imnerialism.

The bonds of all Finns became

tighter as Nicholas II oursued his policy of Russification.
13

77

The seeds of rebellion were nlanted as the Finns started
down the road to independence.
Finland continued to follow the lead of European movements, though being soared the radical extremes by virtue
of the more relaxed assimilation.

The continuity which had

been evident throughout Finnish histor, continued in her
drive towards independence.

Her bureaucracy had been long

established at both the local and federal level.

Thus Fin-

land had many of the makings of an indeoendent state even
before the revolution.
Finland achieved her indenerdence in 1917, the same year
the Soviet Union emerged out of the tattered remains of Russia.
Wracked by the punishing blows of World War I, Finland's
neighbor to the east lacked both the means and the inclination
to prevent her former Grand Duchy from going her own way.

The

Russification program that the Tsar had tried to imnose had
served to accomolish quite the opposite effect of its objeotives, the Finns having been united in opoosition to it.
Certainly, a sufficient concentration of force and effort
could have subdued and forced the absorbtion of the Finnish
people into the Russian fold, however, an adequate effort
was not forthcoming.

Consequently, following the successful

coup in Petroarad and Lenin's accession as the new leader of
Russia, Finland's indeoendence was recognized by Russia on
4 January 1918,

14

In search of a head of state,

the Finns turned to the

few militar-y leaders who had gained experience during World
War I,

ana Mannerheim became the "father of Finland."

Throughout the inter-war period, Finland sought to maintain amiable relations with the new Soviet state while at
the same time sunportinR the drive for independence and
cooperation of the Baltic states.

In spite of Finland's

attempts to remain neutral, the looming threat tnat Hitler
posed to the Soviet Union eventually would init.ate a tragic
series of events that ci!minated in a total realinment of
world nower.
In 1939 began what would become the single most si7nificant event in the entire history of relations between Finland
and Russia - the Winter War.

To emohasize the imortance of

this conflict, the events leading up to the outbreak of hostilities in November of 1939 and the continued bargaining
throughout the struggle will be examined.

The primary means

politics. 3
of analysis will be Allison's model of bureaucratic
In November 1939 when the Soviets attacked Finland, everyone except the Finns anticipated the quick caoitulation which
had marked the rendering of fraternal assistance to the Baltic States.

The Soviets were first among those who had de-

luded themselves into visions of encountering a submissive
poDulace and quickly yielding military resistance.

Before

a cease fire brought this opening scene of World War II to
a close, 200,000 Soviet soldiers lay dcead and frozen on the

15

4
Karelian frontiers.

This is contrasted with the Finns

losses of roughly 25,000 killed.5

Putting these figures in

persoective with respect to the ponulation to make them
more meaningful, consider that the Finns had a population of

3.89 million in 1939 of which anproximately 200,000 were in
the military service.6

The Soviet Union had a force of 1.2
7
million that they brought to bear on this venture.
The entire Soviet military force of aooroximately 2.6 million in
19398

was drawn from a population of roughly 160 million.9

So while the Finns lost about 12% of their force, the Soviets
incurred an 8% casualty rate in losing as many men as the
total Finnish army numbered.

In addition to this immediate

unanticioated cost in manoower, the Soviets and the communist
movement which they saw themselves heading, had lost considerable prestige,
"So severely had Soviet military reputations been mauled
in the earlier stages of the war that the final episodes took
on a character of revenge for and restitution of a badly tarnished honour. 1

0

Perhaps this display of ineptness was ex-

tensive enough to convince Hitler that the road to Moscow was
not so formidable after all.
The purpose of this chaoter is to conduct an analysis of
these events and the diplomacy which caused them, employing
Allison's model of bureaucratic politics.

Having briefly

established the historical background, the questions sug-

gested by Allison in his model will be addressed.
16

It is

incumbent upon this author to note that, as is usually the
case in dealing with matters involving the closed society
of the Soviet Union, painfully little is available about
decision-making in the Kremlin.

Thus, the Finnish nersoec-

tive is difficult to refute as authoritative, and for nurnoses

of this analysis, no attempt will be made to identifv any
bias.

The paucity of Soviet material on this subject is

Darticularly acute as the Soviets were loabh to reveal the
degree of their ineptness to the extent that they have even
forbidden the release of all Finnish records on the war
until 1980.
Just as Allison labeled the dominant feature of bureaucratic politics in the Soviet Union as a continuous struggle
for power in analysis of the Cuban Missle Crisis, so too
must Stalin's regime be assessed for our purposes here.

The

inevitable consequence of this fact took on a somewhat dif.ercnt twist in 1939, however, as the nower struggle was
within the military as well as in the Kremlin.

Hence, not

only did the policy issues become involved with the nower
olay, but with the tactics and strategy on the battlefield

as well.
:Defore examining the Winter War itself, a brief overview
of Allison's model and the questions it points us to is useful.

This will better enable us to determine why the deci-

sion to initiate hostilities with the Finns .as made by the
Kremlin.

This aoproach will require identification of the
17

primary actors, analyze what coalitions and bargains they
struck, what comnromises were made and at the same time,
"convey some feel for the confusion." 1 2

Finally, the cost/

benefit relationship will be examined to see whether an overall advantageous course of action was followed.

The Russians deluded themselves into anticipating an
easy victory.

A combination of factors, including belief

in their own nronaganda, caused this misconceotion.

The re-

sult was that after a month of fighting, the Soviet offensive
had ground to a halt and the incompetence of the Soviet military was on disnlay.

World sentiment anxiously followed the

valiant Finns as they stood un to the ominous nower of the
Soviet Union, symbolic of a democracy defending itself aqainst
totalitarian imDerialism.

Unfortunately, the Finns attained

only marginal success in translating this 3ymiathy into concrete support, and was eventually doomed to accept the inevitable defeat.

The Soviet reaction to the embarrassment was

to blamte the Finns for "mobilizing first and sendina a deleqation afterwards" 13 and to blame the western democracies in
general for causing "mad hysteria to be whipped up against the
.14

Soviet Union all over the world."

The Kremlin's approach to the problem was tried and nroven
with unhesitatln

success in the cases of the Baltic States.

Stalin and Molotov had become overconfident and

never
trobablt

anticipated the unfriendly receotion that the Red Army received.
18

Action channels became secondary considerations as the
level of intensity in negotiations quickly rose to limit the
number of actors to a very few central players.

Soviet

decision making was thoroughly dominated by Molotov and
Stalin, with the Finns focal point being Paasikivi and to
some extent, Tanner.

Other lesser roles were played be the

Swedes' Prime Minister Hanssen, Daladier of France, German
Minister Bltcher and United States Secretarr of State Hull.
The nerinheral nature of the roles olayed by characters not
directly associated with the confrontation between Finland
and the USSR is particularly emnhasized and their involvement
for nurnoses of this naner are accordingly limited.
This is contrary to the case made for consensus building
by Professor Valenta in his recently published book on the
1968 Soviet intervention in Czechoslovakia wherein he uses the

I

examole of Stalin conferring with three men (Kuusinen, Zhdanov,
and Tributs) to build sunport for his case. 1 5
heim in his memoirs
War

17

Both Manner-

and Tanner in his book on the Winter

state that they are convinced that Stalin's mind was

made up before negotiations began.

Therefore, what may have

taken on the color of consensus building may in reality have
only been an attempt to patronize these three.

It could also

have been a form of consensus building after the fact.
Narrowing the cast to the central figures of Stalin,
Molotov and Paasikivi will provide a relatively thorough

[19

analysis and will facilitate a demorstration of the usefulness of the following questions in analyzing the events.
The question of how past stances (or historical precedent) and personality affect the central Dlayers is of particular significance in assessing the negotiations.

W-hile

?aasikivi and the state he renresented were obviously operating from a position o

weakness with respect to the relative

strength of Russia, the historical experience of the Finns
in their long association with their neighbors to the east
undoubtedly had considerable imnact.
Paasikivi was ideally suited fcr the task of negotiating
with the Kremlin.

The whole mood of the talks was set ini-

tially at an informal level as Paasikivi's linquistic skills
nrecluded the need for internreters. 18

In the more relaxed

atmosohere that ensued, the exoerienced statesman worked

methodically to enhance his nosition.
~milar,

The personalities of Stalin and Molotov are not dissiparticularly with respect to their manner of dealina

with small count'ies.

The fact that it was deemed a conces-

sion on the part of this duo to discuss the issues gives a

clear indication of their condescendina nature as statesmen.
The Finns were aware of the ruthlessness with which Stalin
had dealt with ala the notental enemies, both real and imagirted.

Still, 'Paasikivi fought to preserve the self-resnect

of his neonle and himself.

Criticized for a soft line ao-

oroach by Finnish liberals, he was essentially a victim of
20

the parameters established by Parliament.

Regardless,

Molotov and Stalin left little room for maneuver.
The source of the Soviet Dosition can logically be
traced to the terms of the non-aggression nact with Germany.
The Russians had regarded Finland as a buffer state since
it had become a Grand Duchy in 1809.19

The signature of the

Russian-German Pact on 23 August 1939 in Moscow nrovided not
only for abstention by either party from attack on the other
and for neutrality by either Darty if one were attacked by
a third Darty, but also had been Dreceeded by several pointed
overtures.

In Hitler's Reichstaq speech of 28 Aoril 1939 he

made a specific offer of bilateral non-agression nacts with
the Scandinavian and Baltic States which Denmark, Latvia and
20

Estonia accented.

The dividinq up of the border states by Germany and
Russia in conjunction with the signing of the non-aggression
pact left little doubt as to the fate of the lesser powers.
Finland was included with the Baltic States in the Soviet
snoils and it is a logical extension of the proressive absorotion of these states that leads one quickly to the conclusion that the fate of Finland was sealed before negotiations
prior to the Winter War commenced.

As V. Tanner remarke',

"While the negotiations were undemay, the Soviet demands
tended to increase and did not by any means come closer to
the Finnish

osition as mtiht

roerly have been exected.

'
i~s o'oservatli., was that the "Soviet Union was acting in

21
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conf.ormity with a nian which had been addnted in

.

advance.

The Soviets' collaboration with the Gei-mans indicated Russian exnectations of Finnish acceptance.

It anmears that

the decision to liberate Finland had been made before Paasi-

kivi made his first trin to Moscow,

and in Stalin's and

Molotov's eyes it was only a question of when and at what
rrice.

As is usually the case with crisis

s deadaLt,:.cns,

line was face(I *,;hich further aggravated the Soviets' efforts
to achieve domination.

Unfortunately for the

ius3ipm

, C!1.4y

did not reco-nize soon enough nor did they accord sufficient
resnect to the dominatinm control that the onset of winter
would impose on the Red Armr's invasion.

Finland, on *he

other hand, knew the advanta-es its winter warfare trained
troops would gain and the potential for .providing enough delay for the intervention on their behalf by the allied forces.
The aid was never forthcoming, but the winter dealt a criDpling
blow to the Soviet forces, combining with the tenacity of the
Finns' defense of their homeland to make a lastin", impression
on world oninion.
In addressing where foul-ups are most likely, the horrendous

)og-lin3 of' the assault by the Ruffian military lead-

ers cannot he attributed entirely to their incomnetence.

it

was a combination of factors.

Rather

Of great significance wias

the existence of a noer stru.yale within the military which
severelv distracted from a coordinated effort in both the
22

planninq and the executing of the invasion.

Secondly, there

was the intangible factor of motivation on the nart of both
armies; the Finns determinedly defending their homeland, and
the aggressors being devastated on a foreign frontier.

Nor

can the Dractical consideration of this beina the first combat the Red Army engaged in since the Civil 'iar be discounted.
In addition, the Sovi.ets went to Finland with an army
which had lost most of its leaders to Stalin's nurqes.

The

Red Army was ill-equipDed for winter warfare, since they felt
there would be no oroblem concuering the Finns before the
onset of winter.

This linked directly to the role that the

Soviets' overconfident nature played.

Thoroughly convinced

that they would be welcomed as liberators, the Soviets marched
into Finland poorly prepared to filht.

Many Drevious ills

of the Red Army Dlagued commanders in fighting the Finns.
Combined arms operations quickly ran amuck as the oarochia!
interest affiliated with Soviet defensive doctrine persisted.
A host of tactical and logistical foul-uns served to hinder
Soviet offensive onerations as well.
Finally, there was the disastrous factor already discussed in its role as a deadline: winter.
An OSS reoort of 1944 vintage sums up the temperament
and military qualities is the Finns as follows:
In temperament, the
deliberate and have
tary Dualities were
be of a high order.
Finnish enthusiasts

Finns are usually slow, stubborn,
considerable staying power.
ilishown by the war in 1939-1940 to
Foreign observers no less than
agree that the Finn is a tough,
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intelligent soldier. He could stand the rigors of
exacting fighting, worked well in groucs and dis,- osed
marked capacity for independent initiative and action. 2 3
A oraiseworthy assessment which overlooks one critical ingredient: freedom-loving.
The risks of intervention were great for the Soviets.
The unknown quantities of what the allied response would be
and the essentially untested, inexnerienced, ill-equipped
Red Army should have temered the enthu.isiasm for intervention,.
If it is true "that Soviet nercentions of the risks involved
in the use of military force are one of the main factors influencing decision making,'
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then the Kremlin was certainly-

poorly acquainted with the realities of the situation.

The

brutal results of the Winter War alone testify to how unnreoared the Red Army really was.
The final decision may have been influenced sinificantly
by the "exigencies of bureaucratic affiliation and by the
ability of some players to maneuver rivals, and not solely
by the merits of the situation or the arquments put forward
by individual decision makers.' 2 5

The arguments against the

consensus building thesis have already been made, however,
and perhans the real reason is much more straight forward:
the die had been cast with the siqning of the German-Russian
non-angression nact.

In summary,

this analysis shows the cost-benefit rela-

tionshin of the Winter War.
in three resnects.

4I

The Soviets came out the losers

The most detrimental effect was loss of
24
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world prestige as a consequence of having appeare. vulnerable.
Secondly, there was the tremendous cost in lives already cited.
Last, and most significant for the purposes of this analysis,
the Soviet Union lost a measure of superiority in dealing

with the Finns.
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III.

L

SCANDINAVIA AND STRATEGIC SIGNIFICANCE

The security policy of NATO's northern flank has increased significantly in relative imnortance as a consequence
of developments in weanons' technolo y.

In the shift of em-

rhasis in the superoowers' nuclear weaponry from land-based
to submarine-launche-! missiles, securing bases for these vessels has made geography a basic stratergic factor.1

The sioni-

ficance of' the Soviet threat in this region was clearly stated

by former NATO commander, General Haig, in a 21 March 1978
ne'.:s conference in

.:hich he asserte1 -:hat "the more likely

challenges that we will be faced with are on the flanks' ' 2 not
in the central region of Europe.
The importance of the Kola Peninsula as the harbor of
Russia's northern flank forces has inserted a new factor into

NATO's relationshiD with the Soviet Union.
portance

ol'

The strate-ic im-

this area is beinq dealt with by actors outside

the NATO Alliance and the Warsa%,w ?act as well.

It

is

the .ur-

Dose of this chanter to answer the question of what imnact
this Spviet buildup in the Kola Peninsula is having on the
direction and nature of Finnish foreign policy an(! what impact
iti

could have on the future of Soviet foreign nolicv.
The aDnroach that will be taken in formulating a resnonse

to these nuestions will be to nrovide, by way of introduction
the strateic si',nificance of the Kola Peninsula, Finland's
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military posture and finally a synonsis of Finnish-Soviet
relations, reiterating some of the noints made nreviously

in Chanter II.
After this introduction, the relationship of the Scandinavian balance to this area will be investigated with
particular emphasis focused on Nortegian nolicy as a potential model for Finland.

Finland's unique anoroach to a policy

of active neutrality will then be examined, followed by an
investiqation of what Finlandization means to the Finns, includino the role of the dominant nersonality of President
Kekkonen.

The sublect of Finlandization will be dealt with

in denth in the next chanter.
Finally, in an analysis of these facts, the significance
of Soviet foreign nolicy trends and recinrocal Finnish trends
will be viewed.
With new weapons technoloqy comes new strategy and, as
mentioned in the opening naraqranh, sicnificant shifts in the
nosture of NATO's northern flank have taken place.
In quest of a base for her ever-growing submarine fleet,
the Soviet Union turned to the only unrestricted access to
the Atlantic that this vast, somewhat lqndlocked continent
affords:

the coast of the Kola Peninsula.

The significance

of this area can be aporeciated in terms of the nuclear balance itself.

Denial of this area to Soviet submarines would

seriously imnair the Soviet's retaliatory caoacitv.

This

area has the world's largest naval and submarine base and one

IJ
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of the world's mightiest concentrations of military power.4
The Soviet Union's strength on NATO's northern flank has a
direct bearing on the East-'Hest nuclear balance.

The Soviets

have been denloying their Delta Class 14,000 ton nuclear
submarines armed with SSN 8 missles out from Murmansk, each
5
with a range of 5,000 miles.
Of the four Soviet fleets, the Northern fleet is without
doubt the most oowerful.

"It contains two-thirds of the

second-strike canability of the Soviet strategic forces (in
ballistic missle submarines) and boasts 185 submarines and
between four and five hundred surface warshins."'6

The com-

mander of North Norway characterizes the Soviet military complex in the Kola Peninsula as the largest and most concentrated
base in the world.

7

CompJementing this material is a ground

force that even by Conservative estimate is over half the size
of Finland's entire population.

"Incnluding the G-round Forces

Peninsula amounts to 270,000.8

Having seen the intensely ominous nature of thinqs to
the east, let us turn to a brief examination of Finnish domestic defenses.
Universal conscription is the law of the lard in Finland,
obligatinq all males between seventeen and sixty years of age
to military service.

From this population base, forty thou-

sand men are cycled through an eight month enlistment consisting orimarily of training.

Thiz maintains a regular army of
28

anrroximately forty thousand supplemented by a reserve of
almost seven hundred thousand.9

This represents a hiqher

ratio of reservists to active duty than any other wsstern
nation.

10

In 1971 parliamentary aetion was initiated to reevaluate
It should be noted, this is

the Finnish defensive posture.

the same time frame in which it was recognized not only in
Finland. but throughout the free world, that a growing threat
was posed by the Soviet activity in the Kola Peninsula.
Partially as an outgrowth of these parliamentary investigations, military staff members were assigned to civil defense district councils to effect a permanent laison with the
civil authorities.

In addition a new General secretary of

the civil defense orqanization, a senior colonel, was recruited
from the reaular army.

This obvious emnhasis on the integra-

tion of the civil defenses into the overall defense structure
was combined with a shift to an area defense concent and a
steady modernization program.
-hile publicly adhering to a defense strategy based on
renelling an attack from the West, the obvious nerceived
threat comes from the opposite direction.

Justification

for a bolstering of area defenses where the Soviet forces
would most likely invade is based on the principle that Finland cannot be used as a staging area for operations in the
seas.
strategically imortant northern
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Having set the stage for this investigation of the
factors impacting on formulation of Finnish foreign -olicy
to-ard the Soviet builduo in the Kola Peninsula, one can

now turn to examination of Dertinent facts.
While the perspective of this thesis is primarily looking
east from Finland, the Scandinavian neighbors to the north
west cannot be ignored in answering the precis.

All five

Nordic nations share common history and culture as well as
political traditions and systems.
it was not "nnatur-!

With these common roots,

for these comnaratively small powers to

band to-tether for common economic benefit.

Nevertheless,

separate paths toward security were followed.

Finland fol-

lowed Sweden on a nolicy of neutrality while Norway, Denmark
and Iceland allied themselves within NATO.

On the surface

this snlit miht renresent an exoloitable weakness from the
Soviet point of view, but a closer examination would reveal
nuite the opoosite orobabilitv.

Should the Russians attempt

to lure Norway and Denmark away from NATO by encouraing the

formation of a Scandinavian bloc, the risk of the Scandinavian
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neutrals drlftinrg westward would arise.

13 This

would be un-.

accentable to the Soviets, particularly in the case of Finland
as it would represent the nrosnect of havina NATO on the thres14
hold of the "world's largest naval and submarine base."

Finland had no real choice initially in determinin

what

her foreign nolicy would be, and many doubted the assuredness

of Finland's survival as an indeDendent nation.
30

However, the

interdependence among the Scandinavian states, in the sense
that what happens to one affects all of the other.

lave the

Nordic nations the strength of independence through their
unity.

In January 1949 when Denmark and Norway were on the

verae of joining NATO, the Soviets acknowledged the presence
of this balance by their expressed concern, particularly to

i

Norway.

5

In summary,

the Scandinavian bloc, for all its

fragmentation, remains a balanced, secure area to be reckoned
with as much more than merely five mini-states.

Havina, nlaced Finland in context with its Nordic neighbors, an interpretation of the Finns reaction to Soviet foreign

nolicy is necessary in order to fully develon the often misunderstood relationship between the USSR and Finland.
An exnlanation of the abused word, Finlandization, will
serve both to define some terms and to illustrate a key Finnish oersnective toward the Soviet Union.
Out of World War II came the Finnish ohilosonhv of
nutting foreign policv before domestic concerns as a matter
of survival.

While Finland's neutrality, is dictated by

necessity, it is also based on the nerceived national interest
and supnorted by most of the constituents.

The basis for this

support is embodied in the most important single factor impacting, on Soviet-Finnish relations: President Urho Kekkonen.

He has been the leader of the Finnish Deoole since 1956 and
was reelected to six additional years on 16 January 1978 by
an over.-helming majority.

An avid sportsman at the aqe of 78,
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If
1

Kekkonen skis and hunts with the enthusiasm of a man half his
His vitality is nresent in his leadership and diolomacy

aae.
alike.

To endure the three decades of oolitical life he has

been through would be noteworthy in itself.

Yet Kekkonen has

risen to leadership of not only his own people, but nleyrs a
sio nificant role on the international scene.
Urho Kekkonen became involved in politics as a member
of parliament and served as Minister of Justice and Interior
prior to World War II.

Finland's post-war actions were dic-

tated extensively by the Soviets through the imoosition of
vast war reparations, as was mentioned oreviously.

Thouth

Finland emerged a loser in 1944, she still retained her indenendence, nreserved her constitutional system and was not
subjected to foreign occuoation forces.

As a member of Presi-

dent Paasikivi's cabinet, Kekkonen was intimateli
in restoring relations with the Soviet Union.

i ,volved

The aim of

this nost-war aonroach to foreiln nolicy was to establish a
firm basis of trust with both the Soviet Union an,, Scandinavia,
a policy known as the Paasikivi Line.

Doctor Kekkonen formed

his first cabinet in March of 1950 and functioned as Prime
Minister until his election as President in 1956, an office
he has held without interruotion ever since.

This brief cansule of Finnish history since lorld Wa~r II
should serve to show what a vital role Kekkonen has olaye! in
developinq contemporary Finnish foreign nolic y, Darticularly
tith respect to the Soviet Union.
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Kekkonen also recognizes the imoortance of personalities
in conducting foreign nolicy.

He orides himself on the friends

he has on the world Dolitical scene and considers it "extremely

I

imoortant to "et to know the nersons responsible for the

16

nolitical leadershin of another country."1

He has consis-

tently demonstrated his adherence to this trust in dealing
with leaders ot his eastern neighbor from Stalin to Brezhnev.
The Soviet orientation toward nersonalities combines with
Kekkonen's personal ability to make him an essential nart of
Finnish neutrality.
his task in

"That President Kekkonen has fulfilled

a masterly manner is

undeniable;

as he himself

once had occasion to remark, in his contacts with Soviet leaders
he has never relinquished his nation's di~nity." 1 7

It is dif-

ficult to overstate the imnortance of Kekkonen as an indivi-

dual in Finnish foreign nolicy in general, but most esnecially
in the ranport he has attained in dealinq with the "remlin.
Soviet domination often manifests itself in economic

terms.

The object of the USSR's attention is often subjected

to the imposition of economic denendence in critical areas.
This characteristic is orevalent throuhout Eastern Eurooe
with the majo:-ity of the energy flowina from east to west
behind the Iron Curtain.

Finland was also a victim of this

dependence but has demonstrated an incidasing indeoendence
commensurate wi.th her emerylns

posture.

Finnish trade with

the Soviet Union has increased from 1954 when it comorised
18% of the total to t:

current levels (1977)

of 20,.

s
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However, this slight increase is not considered indicative
of greater dependence but rather symtomatic of the ailing,
nature of Finland's economy in general.

For example, the

forest industry products which comprise over half of Finland's
exports, have been in 1ow demand in the West.
Trade provisions are contained in the Treaty of Friendshin, Cooperation and Mutual Assistance (FCMIA, Appendix A)

:~and
I

also, a remainder of the harsh Drovisions of the war

indemnities.

These, however, fall far short of the sort of

constraints that would dictate denendence on the Soviet
Union.
The one area that ties Finland to the Soviet Union economically is enerqy. At the onenina ceremonies of Finland's
first nuclear power nlant in t'arch 1977, President Kek'sonen
conceded that fully 70% of Finland's energy resources are
imnorted and that the Soviet Union is the focal point of this
sunply.1 9

Nevertheless, just as the Finns realize the sieni-

ficance of their dependence, so do they recorcnize the need
The strenqth of Soviet leverage

to develon alternate sources.

is decreasin.-as resources are denleted and as international
markets become more onen to Finland. Finland, and to a lesser
extent, the East European nations are drawin, a;ay from energy
Also, future obligations in

dependence on the Soviet Union.

trade pacts concerninr manufactured goods reflect increases
in total dollar value, but no mention of net increases in nercentares of imnorts are made.

As a result, the Finns are
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successfully shiftinq away from the uneconomical aspects of
relationships with her eastern neighbor to the comnetitive
and more orofitable markets of the west.
As comnlicatel and contradictory as Finnish political
historp is, clearly the underlying motif has always been adherence to indenendence and peaceful coexistence. 20

In this

rnuest Finland has recognized the growing onortunities for
small countries to influence international politics. 2 !
The seeming concurrence and parallel views held by the
Soviet Union and Finland belie a vastly different motivation
in many areas.

Extensive military buildup in Lapland is

iustified to Moscow as defense a7ainst the imoerialist.western
world.

In reality there is only one conceivable nurpose for

Finnish forces being moved to w'here They are - to resist an
incursion from the east.

What Moscow views as ever-increasing

dependence is viewed as just the onnosite by outsiders.
The perception of increased flexibility by the Finns
is exercised quite moderately with little overt demonstration
of change in Dolicy.
strateaic np4'*-

Such things as the new emnhasis on the

of Lapland is a demonstration of the willing-

ness of the Finns to express their security drives.
Defense expenditures proposed for the next five years
show some increases in all areas (See Anoendix B).

This,

however, does not reflect all of the defense related perioheral
programs which account for significant contributions to the
whole effort.

For examnle, the labor budget orovides for
*35
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millions of Finnish marks to be snen" on military construction
under the ausoices of a oroqram to qainfully emnloy seasonal
workers, particularly in Lapland.2 2

The end result is signi-

ficantly expanded facilities such as barracks and training
areas with no cost accounting attributed to defense spending

-

a sensitive area in the Soviet's eyes.

1

It

is

clear that Finland is

interacting with the Western

,orld to a greater degree all the time.

However, whether or

not the motive can be attributed to the Soviets' military
concentration of activity in the Kola Peninsula is doubtful.
In snite of the seeminqly steadfast nature of Finnish neutrality, there is considerable waverinj in resnonse to her
eastern neighbor's foreign nolicy.

As has been pointed out,

consideration of Finland's security could allow for nothing
else as the prime motivator.

The Finns are cuick to "null

te 3ear's beard" on occasion and nush to the limit on snecific issues, having develoned a keen sense of how far and on
what issues she can extend herself.
No matter how much the geogranhic and historical factors
serve to dictate Finland's direction, there is an obvious
aversion to allowing Soviet influence to further encroach
on the Finnish way of life.
Finland's oarticination on the United Nation's Security
Council,

a Finnish candidate

(Mr.

Max Jakobson)

for secretary

aeneral of the United Nations, the Finns hosting the Conference
of Security and Cooperation in Eurone, and a free trade deal
36

with the European community, all point to an emerging neutral
state, fully capable of standing on her own.

In summary, "it

is hard...to find evidence of Soviet intervention in the Finns'
23
essentially democratic political life."

An appronriate analogy of the relationship that Finland
has with the Soviet Union is depicted by the harmonious courtship of the hinpo by the tickbird, "tenuous, but mutually
Srewarding"

24

Finland is not in a position to oursue radi-

cally different alternatives, even with the perceived increac-.d
rower of small nations mentioned nreviously.

Finland is con-

.6

tent to onerate within the framework of the established institutions and as has been nointed out, has enjoyed a hiah measure

of success.
Finland has altered her foreign nolicy as well as her
self-defense, but only in so far as it is necessary to accomplish the qoal of keening the peace.

The consistency of

purnose that has been followed under the dominant leadership

of Kekkonen has meen matched by the flexibility necessary to
live as neighbors of the Soviet Union. 2 5

No radical shifts

in the Finnish anoroach to either her domestic or interna-

tional affairs is anticipated.

The Finns will ccntinue to

qui6tly achieve results through their nolicy of active neutrality and Fin1hnd will nersist as the nrime example of the
success story of Yalta.

'Vihat then, can the victims of Soviet hegemony learn f.'om
,the success of the Finns?

In snite of the unioue nature of
37
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each country's circumstances and the nature of Soviet domination, and at the risk of over-simolifying the issues,
there are common characteristics worth noting.

li

First and

foremost, President Kekkonen's example of winning the confidence of the Kremlin must be followed in order to have credibility in dealing with the Soviets.

Sacrifices of priorities

may have to be made such as substituting satisfaction of short
term domestic coals with achievement of longer range foreign
policy objectives.

The countries of eastern Europe cannot

afford to be totally introspective if they seek to emerge
from under the shadow of Soviet domination.
By gainin7 the Kremlin's confidence the Finns were
successful in removing the physical presence of the Soviet
forces from within their borders.

Given the preceived threat

to the Soviet Union from other fronts such as China, it shoul-a
be clear that the nrecedent established b, the e:xtensive
duration of occupation by Soviet forces is not irreversible.
The removal of this highly visible nresence of noier uould
go a lon
way toward comnensating the far-sighted leader for
anv dor,stic short falls.
Finally, the East European leader with a view toward
increased autonomy within realistic parameters will seek to

achieve economic indenendence by expanding trade with the
'lest.

Limited advances in this direction have received tacit

apnroval as the USSR increases her western trade as well.
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The final subject to be dealt with in this chapter is
the scenario of Soviet incursion toward the boundaries of
NATO on the northern flank.

To date the Norw'egians have kent

the narticipation of the Federal Renublic of Germany in
exercises conducted within her boundaries to a minimum out
of consideration for the perceived threat from the Soviet
Union.

With the increased importance of the northern flank

area, the level of involvement of all NATO members, to include
West Germany, will doubtlessly rise.

"Whether the Kremlin's

consent is solicited or their anoroval assumed, the element
of risk that a reaction by the Soviets will take place is
significant.

The invoking of article two of the Treaty of

FCIIA with Finland could certainly be an option the Soviets
would consider, for it would nrovide the onnortunity for a
tremendous show of force all aloncg the Noraetian-Finnish
borders.

The reaction of the Finns to such a milita7, incur-

sion is quite possibly discounted by the Soviets, but the
likelihood of Finlvnd resisting in hopes of c.ainin- western
sunport is increasingly orobable as the Finns level of interaction with the western world increases.

Given the Norwegian

disposition and geographic position, NATO lorces could well
I

be quick to accept a Finnish invitation to meet the Soviet
challenae on what is literally neutral territory1. This w'ould
provide NATO with a much stronger nosition from which to meet
the threat and would nrovide the ontion of foldinq the Finns
into the orotective shield of'NATO and reestablishing the
39

state of active neutrality which exists now.
thesis of this naper is legitimate
creasingly inclined toward the West

-

Assuming the

that the Finns are inthey would solicit

'A TO's intervention and the Soviet Union would be forced into
a no-win situation short of initiating a global conflict.
In summary, the significance of Europe's northern flank
warrants serious consideration, and the role of the Finns
cannot be dismissed as that of just another Soviet satellite.
Far from being dominated by the Soviet Union, Finland leads
the .rayr toward autonomy amonr- East European nations.
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IV.

FINLAHDI ZATION

When CSCE convened in Helsinki in July of 1975, Finland
demonstrated to the world what most have been too busy to
take notice of:

this small neighbor of the Soviet Union was

on its wv to the culmination of a foreign nolicy line which
had taken it from being a beaten Axis ally in 1945, to a free
nation playing an active role in world nolitics in snite of
its ieomraDhic constraints.

?resident Kekkonen hailed the

holding of the final stage of the CSCE as "a significant demonstration of the confidence and resnect enjoyed by Finland's

1 1
neace seeking, active nolicy of neutrality." i That Finland's
nosition is and how it Rot there is important.
In one lengthy sentence George Naude sums uD what most
western statesmen would agree is a valid assessment of Finland's
oosition:
The dilemma that the Finns face is that the closer they
come in a conflict situation to the Soviet side, the
more likely it is that they will simnly be included in
hostile action from the western side, while on the other
hand if the Soviet leaders once feel that there is anything the least unreliable in the Finnish attitude, retaliation from the Soviet side will occur. 2
vlhat would appear on the surface to be an untenable Dosition has, in most resDects, become one of increasing stability
following Finland's Dolicy of active neutrality.

The ournose

of this chanter is fourfold: 1) to demonstrate the deliberac:
nature of Finnish foreign oolicv as somethina considerablr
4
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more than submissive, 2) to show how President Kekkonen has
develooed this foreign policy and display the vital role
Kekkonen has played in his nersistent pursuit of strengthening
Finland's position, 3) to sneculate on the applicability of
this unique approach to other countries, and finally 4) to
tie these elements into a comprehensive view of Finlandization.
The approach that will be taken is to briefly summarize
from chapter two how Finland got to where she was in 1944,
and then to trace Kekkonen's involvement in directing the international affairs of Finland.

Out of this analysis of three

decades of one man's statesmanshio, a determination will be
made as to whether a deliberate pattern of foreign nolicy is
present and whether or not Kekkonen's goals have been realized.
Beyond the obvious imnlications this has for Finland's future,
the conclusions will also include an appraisal of the potential
of Finland's foreign nolJ-y as a model for other small nowers
to follow.
The historical and geographical basis of this analysis
should not be taken as reliance on a relatively simple concentualization of a terribly comnle: issue.

Kekkonen himself

admits that "excessive emnhasis on geocra,hical factors and
historical analogies can lead to false oversimplification."'
At the same time it is imoortant to have an aporeciation for
the harsh realities of the situation.
There are many asoects of Finland's nosition ,tith resoect
to the Soviet Union that are unique.
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Perhaos the most

significant of the individual facets of the Finns is the historical exnerience, the autonomous nature of which is in such
sham contrast to that of the Russians.
are the unalterable facts of geograohy,

Combined with this
putting two nations

of widely diverse backgrounds together on an extensive (750
mile) border.

Thouqh not unique in itself, in the context

of a European scenario Finland is the only European nation
in such a nosition to have avoided Soviet domination.
Finland also has o consistent hialtory of stron- resistance in the face of Soviet intervention which aiain distinguishes the Finns from her neighboring Baltic States and
the minimal attempts at discouraqing Soviet intervention dis-

played in war ravaged Eurone in the late 1940's, as .tell as
Hungary in 1956 and Czechoslovakia in 1968.
The durability of the Russo-Finnish Treaty of Friendshin,
Cooneration and !.utual Assistance is also singularl,' notable
as no other nation in Eastern Eurone has adhere

to their

original nact or fulfilled all war idemnities to the Soviet

Union.
Finally, with the exce.tion of Yugoslavia, no other
European nation has had the continuity of leadershin that

President Kekkonen's lonR tenure has lent to the stability
of Finland.

Ironically, nc other Eurooean nation has had

its name verbalized to oortray Soviet hegemony, a notion this
thesis will analyze in

denth.
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On the surface, Finland's unique characteristics would
seem to invalidate from the start any potential comparison
for purposes of using Finland as a model.

Approaching the

problem in general terms may heln to resolve some of these
peculiarities.

For example, the significance of the (eogra-

phical factor can be assessed from three perspectives: local,
4
regional and global security problems.
The nroblem of the defense of Leningrad has involved
Finland in the local security issue for centuries.
the Great's "W1;indow

As Peter

to the West," control of the approach

over the Karelian Isthmus from Finland was deemed essential.
This issue was finally resolved in 1940 after the Winter 1.'ar
when the Soviets absorbed this area which formerly constituted

12% of Finland.
Of increasingly Greater importance from the reliona.
ooint of vie,; is the security of the Soviet Union's warm water
norts on the Artic Ocean.

This is insenarably linked to the

global nersnective as one of the world's lar,7est sinle concentrations of military7 might has been built un in the Kola
Peninsula.

5

This area had been an issue in the signina of

the Treaty of Tartu as the security of the Murmansk rilroad
arose.

6

Since 1918 the changing nature of strategic doctrine

and the increased level of technologr have combined to emnhasize the significance of this region tremendously.
to which this regional asnect of securityk

The extent

has merged into the

global nersoective has had a r'rofound imnact on Finnish
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regional security and nerhaos even on local security.

The

historical background covered in Chapter IX and the detailed
assessment of the stratelic significance of the Kola Peninsula
in Chanter III should serve to suDoOrt this statement.
In summary, the geogranhical relationshin of both Finland
and the Soviet Union has been comnounded significantly by the
introduction of Soviet builduo in the Kola Peninsula.
If there is one thread of ccntinuity to both Finnish
foreign nolicy and Soviet-Finnish relations in narticular, it
is the 1948 Treaty of Friendship, Cooperation and Mutual
Assistance.

This relatively concise document consisting of

eight articles, nlys a dominant role in many segments of
both domestic and international nolitics in Finland.

As

pointed out in the historical background of Chanter II, it

is

the noint of reference for many of President Kekkonen's expressions on foreign oolicy, ahich will be demonstrated later,
as well as the touch-stone fcthe Kremlin in exnressinii
their dissatisfaction with the Finns.
Were the significance of any one article of this treaty
to be accorded dominant imnortance it would be article two.
This is primarily on the basis of its having been invoked
several times during the last three decades, calling for conferences in resnonse to a Derceived threat to the security
of the area.

Since the Finns never called for conferences

of this nature, it wculd be safe to say the threat was one

A Cz

perceived by the Soviets.

These instances of crises negotia-

tions will each be discussed later.
:

IA

second basis of judging the significance of narticular

segments of this treaty would be the amount of time invested
in drafting them.

Obviously this is bound to reflect the

imnortance of the issues of 1948 as onposed to contemporary
priorities.

Puttinj the relevance of cur.'ent issues aside

for the moment, the overwhelmin,7 majority of the treaty writing
time was in fact soent in formulating the first two articles
of the treat,.

As the current Undersecretary of State nut it

in writin7 about the treatr, both Finland and Russip:
exilicitly and narticularly discussed the military articles of the draft treaty - the first and second articles.
A 7reat deal cf work was done on them, they were precisioned and they were the object of lonq negotiations.
Their details were clarified and efforts were made to
ensure that there would be as little snace as nossible
for internretation and sneculation.7
Some contend that Finland's nolitical leadershir

haz

qenerally tried to be included by both the Great Power blocs
in the '7roun of neutral countries.

The nrimary recuirement

for legitimate consideration as a neutral fluctuates from a
strictly leial internretation of refraininq from involvement
in wars between other states to a ohilosonhical outlook which
establishes "an unshakable desire for neutrality"

as the

basis of neutral status.
Many noint to the FCMA as the source document that violates any interpretation of neutrality.

The fact of the matter

is that technically there is no obliqation for Finland to assist
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the Sovie-c Union unless an attack against the USSR is pernetuated throagh Finland. 1 0

How, realistic is

a NATO attack on the northern flank?
sible of scenarios.

it

to view

Hardly the most nlau-

The examination in Chanter II of each

instance when consultations were called for under the provisions of FC?,A served to clarify this.
Kekkonen has aained confidence from havinq bided his
time in the "Night Frost" nerotiations.

The fact that he was

in Hawaii when the "Note Crisis" arose combined aith the reassurance he had received during his ,just completed visit with
President Kennedy made KIekkonen decide to subdue the crisis
by not treating it as one.

He played the theme he had argued

throughout his tour of the United States to the hilt: Finland
had nothing to fear from the Soviets for relations were sound.
'!hen Kekkonen returned home a week later he continued
to ezmphasize the success of Finland's nolicy of neutralit'
and

ersisted in down-olayina any talk of a Finnish crisis

with the Soviets.

Instead he Dointed the finqer at the '!es-

tern Powers who he said were in a crisis situation over Berlin,
no- the Baltic.
WThat should be remembered when looking at these oeriods
9

of crisis is that the foreign policy that resolved them was
develoned over a long period of time.

Kekkonen's foreian

oolicy is not just an extension of Paasikivi's.

As Mlinister

of Justice and five-time Prime Ninister, Kekkonen was thoroughly
involved in the structurina of Finla _Is future for a decade
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prior to being elected President in 1956.

In essence, Kek-

konen is nost World War II foreign policy.
To reiterate the conclusions reached in Chaoter II concerning the role of Finland's President in auelln.ng the
"Night Frost" crisis, Kekkonen's first steos were to remind
the Finnish peoDle of the nriority of foreign oolicy over domestic considerations.

He leaned heavily on the words of the

popular Paasikivi ,whom he had recently succeeded: "Our foreign
oolicy can henceforth never run counter to the Soviet Union

LI

and our Eastern neighbor must be convinced of our determination to orove this."

12

Pointing then to the "successful growth of this oolicy,
Kekkonen cited the return of the Porkkala enclave as its
crowning achievement. ''13

Then, after a short digression into

the effects of overexercisinc one's freedn - of sneech, Kekkonen outlined the global tensions which it_ oromoted the
Soviets to call for consultations.

W,.hat the President did when he went to the Soviet Union
five months after this sneech was given is clear as far as
results go.

Kekkonen returned, followed closely by the re-

turn of the Soviet Ambassador to Helsinki signaling the end
of the "Hight Frost."

Restraint in the Dress was once again

called for by Kekkonen to build uo the degree of confidence
14
Finland's interests require.
Discussions with Krushchev
had been fruitful.
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In resolving the Note Crisis, President Kekkonen embarked
on his personal diplomacy with the Soviet leader once again
after chastising Finland's right wing front for failing to
15
convey the confidence of the Finns in their foreign policy.
This sort of deviation from the established policy would surface again to hinder Kekkonen's efforts to build confidence
and attempt to erode the foundation of the FCHTA Treaty.
In 1976 a book was published in the Soviet Union that
offered a very disturbing interoretation of the direction of
Finland's foreign policy.

From the Finnish pezsnective the

book was a slap in the face from .4oscow who had been nerceived as a loyal friend. Most reearded the book as simply
a "new edition of a book already oublished in Finnish" by the
same author in 197416

The disturhinq nature of the new edi-

tion was that the tracing of history led to a conclusion that
President Kekkonen and his rredecessor, Paasikivi,
to distort the meaning of the 1948 FCI1.I

had tried

Treaty.

The crux of the Soviet fears expressed in the book were
that the military cooperation clauses of the treaty were
beinq obscurred by Kekkonen's emohasis on neutrality.

From

the Finnish persnective there was never a basis for such
Soviet suspicions.

Through the eyes of Max Jakobson the pur-

pose of the Komissarov book was Just the onnosite:

"to obscure

Finnish neutrality b? emphasizing the military articles of
the FC'Lk Treaty."

17

Jakobson further sneculates that the

eventual aim of the Soviets is to obtain a bindinq alliance
18

with Finland to reDlace the FCMA Treatv.

i
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One must conclude from the dialogue that the problem is
a deterioration of the trust and confidence so carefully
built un by the Finns.

The abilit, of Kekkonen to placate

the Soviets as he had done so many times previously serves
to reinforce Finland's role on two counts.

First, the Soviets

got the Finns to answer for their actions whether Fuilty or
not, thus reestablishing that the Finns know their place and
that the Kremlin is in control of the situation.

Secondly,

the Finns have succeeded in not only bolstering the Soviets'
confidence in their control, but have reinforced world oninion
that Finland is being "Finlandized" - thus nerpetuating the

i

circle of forces which allow President 1ekkonen to increase

I}

the latitude of his policy of active neutrality.
Evidence of this is seen in two events .thich took nlace
within one w.eek in May 1977.

At a H!oscow dinner hosted b r

4"rezhnev, the address to the qathering for Xekkonen given by
the Soviet leader reaffirmed that there -aere no animosities
and denied any loss of confirdence in Finland. 1 9

One week '"ter

Kekkonen received the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
in Helsinki; the first visit by a ton-ranking United States
military commander since tbh

end of World War II.

In the
20

judgment of many it

was a rather daring move by Xekkonen,

but was justified in the Firins' eyes by the signing of the
East-West declaration.
The aura. that this relationshin between the Soviet Union
and Finland begins to take o' can be confusing indeed.
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On the

one hand, it would aDpear that the Finns have gone out of
their way to placate the Russian Bear in times of crises and
have made concessions almost to the point of subservience.
Conversely, President Kekkonen has persisted in nursuing a
policy which is obviously contrary to the desires of the
Soviets.

Unfortunately, it is the former characterization

which seems to get all of the attention under the catchy code
word, Finlandization.

It may be useful to look at the origins

of this word and thereby .a n a further understanding of both

Western mis-imnressions and what they may mean to Finland.
The nature or the viord Finlandization defies strict
definition as evidenced by the wide ranqe of internretation
ainlied to it.

'-!hat ?iere Hasner labels "a milder and more

modern form of Sovietization" 2 1 is the same thinq that Krosbdefines "reconcilincz one's differences aith the Soviet Union.

'2"

Likewise, there exists a similar diver.ence of views between
Kekkonen who simply sas that the Finns don't deserve this
label, that it is incorrect and unjust; and Richard Lowenthal
who uses Finlandization to renlace Communizatio . as the Soviets'
aoal toward West Germany.

23

Reqardless of the origins of the word, the focus of this
thesis 'ill be on

what it currently defines.

This is not

comnletely disrelardin, the significance of the coining of
the word to arly to "snineless accentance of Soviet domina24
tion,"
or to ignore the irnlications that use of this elusive
word have had for other Eastern and W-estern European nations.

I
t&
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Rather,

it

is an atte't

to

~ana,

ze how the impressions con-

veyed through the Soviet Union have imnacted on the RussoFinnish relationshin.
It would be easy to say that the Soviets have been oblivious to the imnact of'Western opinion on this relationship
with Finland.

In fact, the end result of this view is not

totally false: that 1-niand is and has been a showcase of Soviet peaceful coexistence is definitely a

art of -that consti-

tutes this reasonably harmonious relationship.

Because a -or-

tion of reality in both parties' eyes is cantured in this
assessment, and because it is not terribly complex, many analysts
are cuick to embrace what this author would judge too simnlistic a notion.
The internretation that this thesis is attemntinq, to supnort is that included in the very deliberate nursuit of' a
forei yn -olicv of active neutrality is the effective and al-

most ingenious exnloitation of Western oninion by Finland to
gain increased autonomy.

Unfortunately, to nrove such an
hynothesis conclusively would necessitate the admission bKekkonen that the Finns do in fact use Western oninion to imnlement their foreiqr. nolicy.

Certainly such an admission

would not be forthcominq since it would defeat the very nurn.ose
of this anoroach.

Instead the sunnort will be in what in

legal terms would have to fall into the cateaory of circumstantial evidence.

![i:'
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To begin w11ith,

a brief look at the antithesis of this

concentualization may heln to reinforce the credibility of'
this notion of "reverse nsychology."

[1

If in fact the Finns

do consider the term, Finlandization, and its use to be derisive in nature, would not their solution be to refutE the

rnisconceotion by

nresentinl suonortina factual data? Cer-

tainly it would not be difficult to build an effective case
for Finnish autonomy, narticularlyi through comrnerison to any
of a number of East Euro'nean states.

xaublicizeO, versions of such-,

One of the more w.idely

!ai;.iLseen extracted
h's

from the Scandinavian Review and is widel' distributed. WYritten
by H~. Peter Krosby, it offers the variety of definitions of
Finlanrlization rnreviously mentioned and aoes on to nut forth
the Finnish intenretatio.
The net effect, however, of a Finnish cgove~rnment disclaimer such as Krosb,? -irote *woul" '~e to call attention to
a situation that the Soviets waould find more than a little
embarrassini.

Yhat )olicr woule! ensue i~s anyonie'- 3

wes,

,u

it is safe to say i~t w-ould have a neaative imnact on the Finns'
nursuit of active neutrality,
Returning to the oni7±rn.l vie':tat;.

i*

r

effec-

tively using neqative NWestern oninion in their favor, it

is

nossible to envision two ways that this circumstance could
have been arrived at: hao',enstance or intentionally7.

For the

original pursuit to have been intentional viould have reauirei
I

a vast and deliberate orornotion of their cause while stain-,

[4

_
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an even stronger onposition view point through a diverse cross
section of world press.

Much more olausible is the notion

that the Finns were clever enough to canitalize on the all
too auick condemnation of Western nress journalists.

Kennan's

view is that:
...the Finns have conducted themselves vis-aLvis the
Soviet Union with a remarkable dipnity, with cool nerves
and comoosure, and with a quiet but firm Pnd successful.
insistence on the riqht to lead their o,,m lives, internally, after their own fashion and in accor, with their
own orinciples. In no way have the" deserved to be held
uv as the exarmnle of a humiliatins snbservience to a

larver nower. 25

It would be in keening with the Finns' stoic ennroach
to such matters to initially not even recognizc the slanderin7 of their -ood name and to cuietlv discount it as the shallow internretation of their nosition that it is.

Then it was

a simnle matter to let the nress ramble on with this fancy
new word in their vocabulary with each use further convincing
the Kremlin of their overwhelm n7 control of tQeir "showcase"
in the north.
An element of this evolution of foreian policy allude,
to earlier in the context of Kekkonen's resolution of the
"M!iqht Frost" crisis is freedom of sneech in Finland.

While

the Finns would tell you that they have a nress with a sense
of resnonsibility about criticism of sensitive issues, 'Westerners in veneral condemn the Finnish qovernment for blatant
censorshin.
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Certainly there are forces working against a totally

free Finnish nress, the orimary ones being from within the
Soviet Union.

Usually only the strongly worded accusations

of Tass and ?ravda annear in the Western oress.

A flurry

of such articles aoneared in the snring of 1975 starting with
Pravda alle-ing an anti-Communist campaicn was under wey.
The banter back and forth over the internal nolitics accuses
tIoscow of nromotina the cause of minority Stalinists and
Tass resnonding with warnin.s about reactionary forces in
Finland.

26

Other threats to the freedom of the nress come from
!ithin as factions of the Finnish government attemnt to imnose economic nressures throuqh nress subsidi ries.

The

risk becomes then that only oarty-afftliated ncaers would
27

let sunnort.
The effects of these Soviet out-,ursts make the Finnish
politicians aware of the fact that they are treadina on sensitive issu, s close to the margqin of toleration.

For the

sake of Finland's survival, certainly this must be considered
a nositive asnect of the overall issue.

'hether this benefit

offsets the costs incurred by way of suspicion of one's owin
nrinted matter is for the Finns to decide.

Our own values

cannot )e imposed on the drastically different situation of
the Finns; nor is it the nuroose of this thesis to make Judements on the morality of Finland's domestic nolitics.
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It is

safe to conclude that the government

koes effectively imnose

some restrictions on the nress, but what government, including
the United States', doesn't?

To differentiate between what

is self-imposed out of a sense of resnonsibility and what
results from government intervention is imnossible excent in
the most extreme situations.
In one of the more recent works conc.rne

'.;iLh

Finl:rii-

zntion, editors Ginsburpsand Rubinstein orefaced a collection
of essa-,s by citing as one of their objectives "to examine the
utility of the often mentioned but little analyzed notion of

]

"Finland ization" as a possible explanation of

oscowa's stra-

'2 8
tegic design for dealinq with W1estern Eurone."

W!hile a thorou7h examination of this question is beyond
the scone of this thesis, the framework for analysis certainly
lends itself to this" study.

Seven characteristics are outlined

by Ginsburs and Rubinstein which will serve as our noint of
reference for accessing the notion of Finlandization in terms
of how accurately.r it describes Finland's relations with the

Soviets.

In the conclusion an extension of this analysis will

be made to reflect on h-low annronriate it t;ould be to make an
analogy to a central Euronean situation.
The first characteristic, "responsiveness in foreign
policy to Soviet oreferences," can be dealt with in short
order.

!nile decrees of responsiveness are subjective in

nature, a resnonse to Soviet oreference is nresent in the
foreign policy of any and all countries dealing "'ith the
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Kremlin.

It is a function of the sunernower status accorded

Finland's neighbor and by virtue of geograohic realities that
relations with Moscow must be attended to with somewhat greater
attention than other small oowers who enjoy relative isolation
with resnect to proximity to a great nower.
Secondly, "avoidance of alliance with countries deemed
by the Soviet Union to be competitors or rivals" is again
relatively simple to deal with from the Finnish persoective
Finland has no alliances of

a military nature in the strictest

sense of the word and in no interpretation can be viewed as
seeking any.

The lovernment in Helsinlki is indeed wary of

any alliance, not just with the W:lest but, as was nointed ouIt
earlier in this chapter, nersists in a very narrow internretation of their only alliance of any sort: the Treaty of Friend-

shin Cooperation and Mutual Assistance.
"Accentance of neutrality in neace or aar" is indeed the
ultimate aim of the Finns.

In snite of the military clause

of the FCMA and the Soviet interpretations, there is an unequivical stand of neutrality maintained by Kekkonen which
has shown its worth in crisis situations.

The only qualifi-

cations attached to this definition of Finnish foreia7n policy
is the word active, which serves to depict the role the Finns
seel- to play in world affairs as a neutral.
The fourth characteristic of Finlandization as defined
by Ginsburqs and Rubinstein is of oaiticula.- importance when
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viewing Finland's oosition vis-a-vis the Soviet Union.

"Ab-

stention from membershin in regional and international arounings considered unfriendly by

!oscow" has hardly been the

aonroach taken by this thoroughly Nordic country.

Blocking

of membershin in NORDEC, a oroposed Scandinavian economic
organization, is oointed to by many as an example of Soviet
influence in Finnish affairs.

The actual outcome, however,

was in fact a ste- by sten implementation of the individual
elements of the agreementi-iiich in the end constituted an arrangement which was virtually the same result as if the treaty
had been signed.

Other Finnish economic arranaements such

as free trade within the Euronean Economic Community are further evidence of Finnish autonomy which contradicts this characteristic of Finlandization outright.
Self-censorshio, or as Ginsburqs and Rubenstein define
their fifth characteristic: "restraint over the media in one's
country to muffle or minimize criticism of the USSR, so as
to avoid nossible nrovocation" is another very sub.iective area.
One oerson in a nosition to evaluate this tonic, Olli Kivinen,
foreign affairs editor of the Helsingin Sanomat, made an important distinction between self-censorshin and a resnonsible
29

oress.

The basis of comparison for Americans .isorimarily

our own extremely sensational ores.,, hardly a reasonable
standard.

Drawing an analor of the antagonism of the United

States by Canada is not an entirely anorooriate example,

but

serves to noint out that even in our coonerative dealincs aith
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our northern neighbors there is an obvious measure of practical restraint exercised within Canada to avoid unnecessarily

Sunsettin" good

neir~hborly relations.

Even Kivinen is aillin

to admit that some segments of the media, narticularly the
state-run television, go beyond the noint of being responsible.
This is common knowledge, however, and the opinions exnressed
on the TV are treated accordingly.

They are not ignored

entirely, but seldom are even of a controversial nature.

One

might almost view the television's narty line as a concession
made to the Soviets for the sake of retaining a free press.
The last two characteristics of Finlandization are closely
relate' and are not viewed by this author as worth more than
nassing mention: ri) "comnensatort eestures in commercial and

cultural contacts with the USSR, extending to treaties and
dinlomatic consultations, to effect di3narities in the relationshin with the USSR on the one hand and '-estern European
countries on the other and 7) onenness to penetration b" Soviet
ideas and media."3 0
IIf

these seven characteristics then constitute Finland!zation, perhans the Peoples Renublic of China is the only
country which is not Finlandized.
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V.

COI I.UNISTS'

ROLE IN FINLAND

"There is one country in western Eurooe where communist
Darticioation in a democratic government is not a matter for
wild surmises - but routine." 1

The nuroose of this chanter

is to analyze how the communists achieve.l this unique relationshin and to determine the role of coalition politics in communist oercentions and theories as they have been develoned
in Finland.

The anoroach that will be taken is to trace the

historical develonment of the Finnish Communist Party as it
evolved from the belinninq of the twentieth century.

Secondly,

the character of the Finnish communists will be assessed and
the views of communists with re,7ard to the onnosition and the
other nolitical narties; emnloying coalition nolitics as the
concentual fraerework.

Finplly, an attemnt will be made to

estimate any potential impact that the Finnish Communist
?arty could have beyond the scope of the domestic politics
of Finland.
Perhans the most imnortant element the comrr.unists

-ave

in t'eir favor is the respect of their fellow Finns for firmly
rooted democratic ideals which included resnect for minorities.
This was the thrust of Karl Wiik's arjument in oonosition to
the attemnts to ban him and his fellow narty members from
narticinention in Finnish government.

Reminders like this al-

lowed the communists to capture forty of the two hundred seats
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'T

in the first nost-war narliamentary elections, in spite of
two successive bitter defeats suffered ot the hands of the
2

Red Army,.
fithin 'h-s relations.,,in the communist

,rty maintains

in Finland is seen what could be labeled a microcosm of the
broader scooe of the Russo-Finnish relat:Lonshio.

The analogy

being that the communists are to the Finnish political system
what the Finns are to the Soviet Union with the key to the
success of both relationships being tolerance, respect for
the limits of interaction and trust.
"hat this analogy enables us to do, within reasonable
constraints, is to aol, nertinent nrinciiles of action to
each realtionshin and thereby increase the score of understanding in both areas, based on available knowledge on each.
Accordingly, reference will be drawn to this analogy in "eneral
terms throughout this chanter.
The Soviets had failed in their overt attemnts to foster
the birth of a communist leadershin after the Winter War in
1940.

The head of the ill-fated ounoet government which the

Kremlin had installed was Otto Kuusinen ,ho had been a close
advisor to Stalin as a orominent theoretician of MarxismLeninism in the Comintern.

Both Lenin and Stalin relied on

..
uusinen to nrovide doctrinal justification for their nolicies.' How Kuusinen manuevered himself into this oosition
nrovides a lesson in the conseouences of coalition ,olitics.

C_
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Before examininq this critical juncture in the history
of the Finnish Communist Party, it is imnortant to understand
how the communists emerged from the civil war.

The roots of

Finnish Socialism can be traced back into the oeriod when
the Finns were a nart of the Russian Grand Duchy.

An indus-

trialization of thetimber industry introduced mechanization
and along with it came labor associations.

The Tsar had ini-

tially aDproved these or7anizations in concent in 1883, and
by 1896 they had evolved into the democratic socialism that
4
had been growina throughout Scandinavia.
The first faltering stews of this forerunner of the
communist narty were interrunted hy imnosition of the stringent constraints of Russification in 1899.

'rhile the Finns

were united in onoosition to this infringement on their autonomous traditions, they -iere divided on what form their resistance would take.

Pronosed action covered the snectrum from

oassive resistance to armed insurrection.

Just as Finnish

society .,as sniit on this issue, so too did a schism develoo
within the Social Democrats.

The antagonism betw-een the two

factions surfaced in the 1904 elections and festered until
the snark of revolution erunted as a general strike in conjunction with similar events in 1905 in Russia.

The ranks of

the Finnish Socialists increased five-fold durin7 this neriod
of turmoil, and several inoortant nersonalities in Finnish
rolitics emerged includini Otto :uusinen, Karl!iik, and Vaind
Tanner.
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Preoccu.ied with domestic problems and realizing the
Russification effort w-as failing, Nicholas II withdrew his
edicts and the Finnish cabinet set about establishing a diet
reform.

Out of this reform arose a unicameral legislation

,,which Kuusinen labele1 a semblance of a democratic institution.,
As a left w-in

Socialist leader, Kuusinen continued to Dress

for reform, advocating increased narliamentary novw er and
indenendence from the Tsar. The inevitable revolution in "ussia was anticinated as the time to fulfill the ambitions of
Finnish freedom seekers.

The outbrea,

of *!orld 'Iar I with its

decematini effects on Russia eventually
war,
-o

-n

7ave rise to civil

onnortunity that the Finns took advantage of in

order

cain their indenendence.
On the road to freedom, the Finns turned to Germany for

assistance, a bid for aid that was viewed as essential to
breakin7 away from the Tsar.

The -rece-ent established by

the Finns :.ras to be a tellin7 one, as future fraternization
with Germanv would tr~aically comnlicate Finland's relationshin with her eastern neighbor three decades later.
After considerable debate within Finnish ranks anI

frustrating .iargainin.'

"ith the nrovisional 7ov, nment in

Petrograd, civil war erunted in Finland.
to

A new figure rose

,rominence as the need for military exnertise was ansu.iered

by a thirty year veteran of service with the Imrerial Army

-

,ustaf Itannerheim.
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Mannerheim's renutation oreceeded his shift from military
to nolitical life.

Dubbed "the aristocrat in nolitics" by

Rintala in his book, Four Finns, he relates that Mannerheim
was one of the few human beinas before whom Hitler showed any
7
signs of humility after 1933.
For a man who came to be known
as the "father of Finland,"

it

is

somewhat ironic that as a

consequence of the length of his service in the Imnerial Army
?annerheim sjoce Finnish ooorly. 8

All of the sneculation and

debate about the true alleziance of Mannerheim's loyalties,
however,

lan-.

were disnelled in

George Kennan put it

his staunch defense of his hozme-

so suscinctly when he said 'fan-

nerheim was "1000% Finnish."
In Aoril 1919 !Iannerheim led the Finnish T'hites an(' 7.
sunnortinq German force of divis.ion size azainst the Reds and
succeeded in driving the Communist fo,0ces out of Finland into
Moscow.

M'annerheim then becxme head of state on!y to become

embroiled in

yet another war with Russia over disouted' terri-

tory in Karelia, the first of several such disnutes.
The neace of this conflict was concluded in the Treatof Tartu by Paasikivi who succeeded in obtaining access to
the Barents Sea for t!le Finns.
In July, 1919 Karl Stahlberl was elected nresident with
an assembly controlled by the two moderate narties (Aarar.ins
and Proc-ressives).

To

.ain narticination in the zovernment

the Social Democrats split with the communists v-ho had been
barred from Finnish nolitics.
1i 4

'-

The Finnish Reds that survived the brutal fighting of
the Civil War escaned to the east. Amoncy them was Kuusinen
who
i!
cuicIlly came under the influence of Lenin's ,r1tins
which caused him to nush for the formation of a Finnish Communist Party.

By the end of Aujust this had been accomnlished

in Moscow.
As the Finns stenned forward as a sovereign nation, they
did so not as novices in self-- overnment, but rather with a
considerable democratic tradition.

The nooulation grew by

fifteen percent in the twenty years nreceedini

Ulorld

!ar II

(3.36 to 3.89 million) and the nrimaril.- aqricultural economy
had ninety,

ercent of the farmers as indenendent owners.

10

The expansion of the "social state" was evidenced by the institution of the ei-.ht hour day,

old a,e,

accident and sick-

ness insurance, maternity aid, lezislation for the care of
needy children and Novernment ovined utilities.

11

Thus, on the eve of the Second "orld 'lar, Finland's
Communist Party was in exile, although the snirit fermented
in the ranks of tbeSocial Democrats.

The initial attemnts

to reconstitute their nosition failed, as mentioned earlier.
In spite of Soviet sunnort, the Finnish neople successfully
resisted Kuusinen's comeback.

Just four years later, however,

after the Finns succumbed to Soviet military might iii the
Continuation "ar,

23.5", c'. the nonular vote went to the

communist coalition.

12
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The Finnish Communist Party wras le.gally a nart of the
Finnish oolitical s ,stem with a legitimate bese of sunport.
In addressina the views of the Finnish communist3 aith
regard to the onoosition and other nolitical pazties, the
?rimary source of information for develoning the methodology
and ty.ology was William H. Riker's The Theory of Political
Coalition.

While this analysis aill not adhere strictly to

the theories put forth in this book, it will orovide the b-sis
of analysis of the Finnish nolitical scene.
An examnle of Wlestern misconcentions of the Finnish nosition is nrovided by Riker in his book mentioned above.

In an

e:,.amnle from the section "Politics in an Aqe of .anuever,"
Fnland...
Riker noints out that "...the ex-act nosition of ....
is somewhat ambi uous, although the United States acts

.s it

it expects (Finland) to be absorbed ultimately into a Soviet
alliance."

'hile this m.', have been a valid assessment of

the nosition and direction of Finland in 1962, the Western

world's nercention of Finland's oosition has si7nificantly
changed in the interim.

The function of coalition nolitics

has played a definite role in this shift to include the nolittcs of the Finnish Communist Part',.
Unlike Riker's descrintion of the evolution of society
in the aae of manuever as shiftini "in accordance with t!.e

size nrincinle, the wlestern coalition having dimi~nished and
the Communist one (e:cnanding)," 14the role of the communists
in Finland has stabilized.

RLI

This is demonstrated by the teble

of election results in Appendix C which shows that they consistently noll twenty nercent of the vote.
RiIker nosits three main nronositions about political
coalitions.

Without

oing into a detailed explanation of each

and at the risk of oversimolifyinr a complex theory, a brief
summary of each nronosition will be out forth for purnoses
of annlication in discussion of the communist narty's role
in Finnish politics.
The size orincinle asserts that "with comnlete and cerfect information, winniny coalitions tend to,ward minimal
winninm size." t 5
"ideal conditions"

Emohasis for criticue here is nlace' on
1 1on nrevail, ,hich Rier noints

out in his introductory cha.nter, 'therein he lists four conditions nrereauisite to annlication of his model.

The ten-

dencvr for leaders to'. iscalculate sidera-ments and to nay

more for winninf than winninq is

"ohjectivelv ..:orth"',17 has

.articular ennlication to the .osition hardliners in the
Finnish-Communist coalition, as w;ill he demonstrated later.
The strateqic orincinle is the secon

of r'iker's asser-

tions, nredicated on an onerative size nrincinle, which holds
that "narticipants in the final stac.es of coalition-formation
This nremise will be the nasis of some speculation in the

concludin" nortions of this chanter with rezard to the future
" iof

the Finnish Communist Perty.
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The final assertion, the disequilibrium princi?,let is
predicated on the size and stratte~ic princinles being opera'Cive.

It maintains that "the s-ystems or b,,odies are tlemnselves

unstable." 1

Again, the relative strength of the communists

in Finland's government will be assessed in this context with
respect to the oppiosition.
The influence of the Soviet Union on the role of the Finnish Communist ?arty certainly cannot be discounted.

For

"living on the threshold of the Eastern colossus imnlies a
constant sha.!.,

J

t

domestic and foreign affairs."2

The

nature of this inZ-unce can takie on many di~fferent character-

istics and, narticularly with regard to the Finnish Commrunist
Party, it has done so.

The most blatant surrort was the ac-

tu..l install.ation of a Communis
headed by Otto Kuusinen.

n'urnet government in 'L940

Since t7i. n~iserable failure, overt

Soviet encourarmement and hackimy waned considerably, as the
dominant fige

or Urho 1exonen orevailed in Finnish politics

and the Soviet leadership jained increasing confidence in
dealini with him.

In snite of !ekkonen's tenure and the at-

tendant stability this mi'qht reflect, the record~ show-s the
olovernment changing an averag~e of once a year w~.th the role
of the sommunists being significant in causing thiis tre-I.
The pvc
anent onposition which marked the comamunists'
2 ..
stand since their failure to cpoitalize on the onortunity
nresented at the end of the 1linter "tar was finally breached
by comnoromise in 19r36.
The communists' involvement ina

coalition with the Soviet Democratic Party has been the object
of considerable interest.

The head of the Social Democrats

and Finnish Prime Minister, Kalevi Sorsa, is quick to point
out the unique nature of the Finnish political system and the
attendant neculiarities of this coalition.

In an interview

just prior to the January 1978 elections, Mr. Sorsa reflected
the cautiousness that has characterized Finnish politics in
jeneral out of deference to the Soviet Union, and he cited
the need to cater to Finland's nolitical circumstance as
unifying force.
The Finnish model of cooperation not only involves the
cooneration of the left but also three narties from the
iolitical center. The basis for cooDeration is wider
than in France ane resembles more closely the comrromesso/
svorico nattern with the difference, however, that in
Finland the Social Democratic Party is clearly the biggest and that also the three parties in the center form
22
a rawer stronger than the Communists.
Perhaps the most significant reason for resisting comnarison to the other countries as a model is the risk of acouiring-the label of Eurocommunist.

The difficulty in defininj

this term is nointed out by Vernon Aspiturian who characterized
Surocommunism as difficult to conceptualize, dubbing it a
"semantic orphan" and an imprecise term.

As a product of a

convenient, imnressionistic label to identify tendencies, it
is more self-critical than substantively constructive and has
a concent.23
been attacked at all levels as too narrow

The Times assessment of the Finnish communists' position
warrants the inclusion of this label in a modified version:
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"Finn-Eurocommunists."

This name is annropriate on the basis

of the reformist nature of their programs and their willing24
ness to work within governmental structure.

The segment of the Finnish Communist Party that remains
opposed to the philosonhy of working within the system are
the hardline Stalinists headed by Sarrinen who has been SIP
(Sucmen Kommunistinen Puolue - Finnish Communist Party) chairman since 1966.

The rijht wing and the communist coalition

as a whole were led by Miettuner from 30 November 1975 until
29 Sentember 1976 when an economic crisis nrecioitated its
collanse.

The SIKDL (Suomen Kansan Demokraattinen Liitto -

Finnish Peonles' Democratic Lealue) had been the vehicle
through which the communists had worked in stite of internal
salits focusinj primarily on the party's domestic affairs
olatform.

Both left and right concur in exnanding the state

sector of industry, however, a gan "betw-teen the dogmatic and
nr-nmatic behavior" exists on the issues of nationalization
of banks and dismantling trade ties with the West, thus moving
25
The crux of the matter lies in
closer to the Soviet bloc.
the economic situation in Finland, which if it improves "the
-

. .25

relative calm in Finnish domestic politics may be nrolonged."2
On international views, a necessary priority over internal
affairs, they have little divergence from President Kekkonen's
line of neace, security and nrogress.

The communists are on-

nosed, hozever, to at6y narticination or dealings with NATO,
EEC or other ties with the 1!est which they blame for- Finland's
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domestic economic Droblems.

Perhans the most valuable func-

tion served by the communists in Finland is to serve as a
"watchdog against 'ight-wing'

factions and as a vocal critic

27
of other No, 'ic States' foreign and security policy."

There are ten political parties occupying the two hundred seats in Parliament with the largest single party consistnently being the Social Democrats whose Dlatform on social
and economic issues is not unlike that of the other Scandinavian Social Democratic Parties.

A close second and occa-

sional forerunner is the Peoples' Democratic League which includes the communist narty coalition within its ranks as mentioned nreviously.

President Kekkonen is affiliated

Center Party, formerly dubbed the Alrarian Party.

:±tr, the

As the old

name implies, they count amonq their membershin the farming
sector and Finland's extensive rural community.

The last of

the four major parties, the Conservative Party, renresents the
interests of business and industry.
Other lesser parties include the Swedish Peonles' Party
whose membership is comnosed primarily of the Swedish sneaking
Finnish Dooulation (5.5%), a mino ity qroup of decreasing numbers.

Of apnroximately eaual size are the Liberal Party and

the Christian League of Finland.

The last group of any size

is the Rural Party - a liberal faction of the Center Party
which represents a small portion of the a7rarian and rural
sector.
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As shown by the breakdowan of seats held by each narty
in narliament in Annendix D, there is a limited variation
in votinp! natterns over the last three decades.

This is

tributable in nart to the constant leadership of Tekkonen and
to a great extent to the traditional voting natterns of the

Finns.
A Dolitical socioloaist, Erik Allardt, a~nears to support this suDnosition in one of the f'ew serious stud.ies
of contemporary Finnish communism. From ecological
research he concludes that communist suonort is to a
large extent explained by traditions. 2 8
Party membershin has come to followr economic interests
rather closely while narty members still maintain traditional
affiliations.

The result is that the fluctuatiorsin the eco-

nomy are reflected at the nolls.

Accordingly, the base of

sunport of each party ebbs and rises with the measure of success gained by the ircumbant decision makers.

Consequently,

the stability of the government is tied to their successful
imnlementation of economic nolicy.

The avera-e of almost one

povernment per year attests to the hazardous nature of this
business.

This should serve to provide some insight into the

diversity of Finnish politics surrounding the Finnish Communist
Party.
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VI,

NUCLEAR FREE ZONES

Having looked at the domestic relations of the Finnish
political parties in general and the communist part in narticular, it is now annronriate to turn to the dominant foreign
Dolicy issua of Finnish nolitics:
(or Nuclear Weapon Free Zone, NFZ).

a Nordic Nuclear Free Zone
While the question of

whether or not this is actually the foremost foreign nolicy
issue may be raised and other tonics staunchly defended, there
can be no argument that the NFZ issue has arisen in t!'ie 1978-79
timeframe as an intemral nart of the Finnish defense plan and
:athers attention from not only the Nordic sector by the international community as well.
It is this author's imnression that the NFZ issue has
arisen to the fore and the fact that NFZ is the theme of the
1978 yearbook of Finnish Foreign Policy substantiates this
view, at least from the Finnish persnective.

As will be pointe,'d

out in this chF.,ter, the attention naid to the Nordic issue
warrants far more than token attention from both the Scandinavian countries and the suneroowers alike.

Hence,

it

,
shoulA

'e unr,,vrstood within the context of international strategic
arms limitation and the local and regional views as well.
On 28 May 1963 Finland's President Urho 1Kekhonen mede
a orotosal for the establishment of a NFZ in the Nordic area.
What ,$as originally labeled a totally unrealistic
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.- oroach,

motivated by yet another alleged disnlay of submission to the
Soviet Union has oersisted in emerqinj as an increasingly
plausible concent in arms control.
The nurpose of this chanter is to examine the motives
for this nronosal and to assess the role it can be expected
to play in the overall scheme of weapons control.

The aporoach

will be to review the brief evolution of NFZ's, to summarize
the criticisms of the proposal and finally, to concentrate
on the most recent developments reflected in President Kekkonen's
sneeches in Stockholm and Hamburg.

The essence of President Kekkonen's nronosal put forth
in 1963 and often reheated is contsined in the followinq:
I am convinced that declaring the Nordic countries a
nuclear-weapon-free zone would greatly stabilize the
position of all the countries in the area. It would
indisputably remove the Nordic countries from the
snhere of sneculation to which the development of
nuclear strategy has liven rise and ensure that this
re-ion remains outside international tensions. 2
The issue of

!FZ's cannot be taken out of context.

It

comnrises only a small nart of the whole strategic arms debate.
It is beyond the scope of this naner to review the entire issue, however, and no attempt will be made to expand the issue
of NFZ's beyond what is necessary to -ut it nroperly into
context.
If one had to reduce the NFZ issue to its bare essentials,
there would be three neriods during which significant modifications of the original nronosal have occurred.

Between 1959

and 1955 the NFZ concept was conceived and fostered durina a
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rneriod of international nolitical disengagement.

From 1972

to 1975 the nrominence of detente allowed for stress of the
links between the Nordic ra~ion and the Euronean continent
based on stability.

The current Deriod of instability since

1978 was created by new weapons technologry, and the attendant
threats from the superowers.
The dominant initial reaction one receives to the mention
of President Kekkonen's 1963 nronosal for a nuclear free zone
in Scandinavia is skenticism.

However, what began as a some-

what idealistic view of Nordic relations and the Scandinavian
role in world affairs has evolved into a plan of increasing
significance.

rile certainly not the primary focus of arms

treaties in this aqe of SALT, CSCE and MFR, the current nroinosals of the Finns merit close examination.
The context from which the subject of a Nordic NFZ has
arisen must be viewed with a full appreciation for the strategie sionificance of the northern Euronean Teoqranhic area,

The Kola Peninsula harbors one of the Soviet Union's most
heavily militarized zones, "an area of rapidly increasing stra4 The greatest
telic importance for Moscow and the West."
single system of concern to the Soviets is their SLBM fleet,
over seventy percent of which is concentrated in their only
ice-free unrestricted access to the onen seas.5

Certainly

any perceived threat to this armada would immediately involve
the Nordic region, as any notential means of interdiction by
UATO would be dealt with unhesitatingly by the Kremlin.
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Hence,

in the event of a conflict between the Warsaw Pact and NATO,
Northern Norwvay would have considerable importance.
West at the very least, this area would be
tant forward observation point.

For the

(and is) an impor-

From the Soviet persnective,

based on World 11ar II exnerience, it can be viewed as a potential bridgehead for an offensive.

And as mentioned above, the

Soviets might feel obligated to take possession of this area
in order to secure the access route to the Atlantic.6
Accepting the importance of this area for what it is, let
us turn to an examination of the chronology of events which
brought about Kekkonen's 1963 introductory nroposal and the
subsequent evolution of the policy as it became increasingly
sianificant.
The origins of the concent of nuclear free zones (tFZ)
lie not with the Finns, as is often surmised, but rather with
the Poles,

East Germans,

Soviets and Swedes.

attention t,,as centered on the Baltic Sea.

The focus of

The German Democratic

Republic and the Soviet Union made a joint call in June 1959
"to keen the Baltic Sea free of nuclear missles and stationing
of foreign troops."7

It was as a result of NATO maneuvers in

this area in 1961, particularly West German particination,
that the Kremlin voiced

stronq objections and soumht to in-

voke the military cooneration clasues of the 1948 Treaty of
Friendshio, Cooneration and Mutual Assistance with Finland.
A similar nronosal for Central Europe w.ias raised in

by Adam Ranacki,

Subsequently,
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in the fall of 1961,

Poland

Swedish

Foreign Minister Oster Undin "',ut forward his idea of a

'non-nuclear club,' members of which would Dledqe themselves
not to acquire nuclear ueanons themselves or to receive such
weanons on their territory on behalf of other nowers." 8
?resident iXekonen's nronosal of 28 May 1963 was actually
the reenermizing of the Swedish nroposal with some mo~lificetions, primarily the dropning of a linkage to an a'qreement
on a nuclear test ban.

In this, his first speech on the sub-

ject, Kekl:onen nointed out that in fact the Scandinavian states

already constituted a NFZ.

What Finland sought to do was to

consolidate the Scandinavian nosition which is made un of as
many different aooroaches to security as there are countries.
These annroaches will be examined in detail concerning their

imnact on NFZ's.
in reviewinq this relativelv brief history of nuclear
free zones one cannot ignore the motives inherent in ma!in.

such .nronosals. Many aoint to 'Kekkonen's 1963 nlan as yet
another examole of influence being, exerted on the Finns by
oI

the Kremlin.

In March 1975 Time went so far as to label Kek-

konen the Kremlin's "errand boy" in Scandinavia.-

hile this

comparison may fit the guise of Finlandization, condemnation
of Kekkonen's actions is not justified.

The Finnish defense

Dlan and the Scandinavian nosition in general do not sunport
such a contention.
?resident i'ekkonen nronosed a Nordic t,!FZ with the conviction that it would "stabilize the nosition of the states
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within the zone in some siqnificant way1,.i 0

In an attempt

to play an effective role in maintaining world neace, Iekkonen defined the small states' role as one in which theyv
disnssociete themselves from everything that is likely to
increase tension."" 1

Accusing the Finns of backinq such a

projosal, solely out of obedience to the direction of Moscow,
would be akin to attributing American intentions in SALT II
to the same motives.

(Admittedly, a notion not totally void

of subscrintion.)
Putting the expressed objective of the Finns in the context of their long term interests, it is clear that Kekkonen's
nlan is not a radical denarture from their defense nlan, but
rather is in consonance with both Finnish and Scandinavian
objectives as a whole.
With these early develonments in the evolution of the
current Finnish concept of NrZ's,

let

us turn to an examina-

tion of snecific objectives of the nolicy.
arguments in favor of the nrorosal.

There are several

First and foremost among

these is the commonly accented iotion that nroliferation of
nuclear ueanons is a threat to security and world order.

The

comparison of the NFZ to the Non-Proliferation Treaty serves
to underscore this fact.

'hat would be encomnassed in the

Finns' NFZ nroposal are five forms of oroliferation pervention:
a)manufacturing, testina and develooment of nuclear weapons;
b)transfer of possession or control of nuclear wreapons;

c)stationini a nuclear nower's own weanons in the zone area;
d)nuclear weaoon transit throuah the zone; and
nuclear weapons
e)nuclear sharing...one state 1 receives
2
state.
another
behalf'of
'on
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TIhat arises here are the stark realities of the diverse
routes that have been taken by the Nordic countries in nursuit of security.

The "military base .olicy"

of the NATO

members, Denmark and Norway, meets the criteria of NFZ's in
neacetime.

This absence of nuclear weanons in this area in

neacetime is not matched by guarantees of protection from being
the target of nuclear weamons.

Nor does the nlan of the two

NATO countries Dreclude introduction of offensive nuclear
weanons in crisis situations.
The realities of aeotrahyr largely dictate the need for
this nuclear option for the Nordic NATO members.

Contrasted

with the sufficiently isolated nuclear free zone of Antarctica
or Latin America, one qains an annreciation for the comnlexities
injected into the enuation when dealin, with the increasin-.
strate.zic si-nificance of the northern flank in the East-;'Cst
confrontation.

Even in Latin America, difficulties have arlsen

nrimarily out of the nrooosed inclusion of larme ocean area
w*ithi.n t,

nuclear free zone,

which the Soviets do not want

13
off-li',ts to their nuclear missle submarines.

This area was addressed in the 1967 Treaty of Tlatelolco
which formed a nuclear free Latin America, establishina a
nrecedent of sorts.
The issue of nuclear free zones has been raised in the
United Nations in conjunction with several initiatives as
well.

Finland canitalized on hosting the CSCE talks to draw

attention to the issue.

Some observers contend that the
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source of this attention is derived as much from

Toscow 's

decision to vive sunport as from Helsinki's efforts.
The chairman of the Sunreme Soviet, N. V. Podaorny, in
a major speech in Helsinki on 15 October 1974, said that
Moscow was orenared, in conjunction with the other nuclear
nowers, to quarantee the status of a nuclear free zone
in the north of Europe. This was reinforced by a telePram to President Kekkonen from Brezhnev, Podqorny and
Kosylin nraising Finland for the importance and timeli14 '
ness of its PohJola NFZ pronosal.
The concept of guarantees that the status of nuclear-wveanonfree zones would be resnected became the focus of attention
in

1975 when the issue of juarantees was limited to the

structures of detente.

The incumbant Secretary of Foreign

Affairs, Keijo Korhonen, nrimary soonsor of the action, summarizes his rationale as follows:
uclear weaoons are a threat to the stronp as well as to
the weak, to the allieO as well as to the neutral, to the
develonin and the develoned alike. This is inherently
recornized in the treaty (between the United States and
the Soviet Union) where the narties undertake an oblliation to conduct, not onlr their mutual rel .tions, ',-ut
also their relations with all other states, in a manner
desiqned to exclude the rossibility of an outbreak of
nuclear war any'here in the world. The narties also commit themselves, once aiain and as is their ,aut-. under the
Charter of the United Nations, to refrain from any threat
15
or any use of force against any country.
That has surfaced is the essential ingredient to fulfillment of the current preconditions of a Nordic NFZ: sunernower

Kuarantees.

If, as Professor Anunen suggests, a common Nordic

aonroach to the oroblem has been found in

a broad consensu.s

which links the Nordic MFZ to the Euronean continent,

the

nrimar-, obstacle then is the question of security niarrantees
by nuclear weanon holders for non-nuclear status of the Nordic
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retion.1

The wide range of interpretations of whit form

these guarantees must take makes it clear that this is a
formidable stumbling block.
From the Swedish Under-Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs, Anders Thunborg, the specific demands of Stockholm
were voiced in 1975 as follows:
If the nuclear-wea-pon states suonort an alreement on such
a zone - an imoortant condition if it is to be of any
value - the medium-range ballistic missles and the tac-

tical nuclear weapons (all excent ICBM and SLB11) that
are stationed near the zone and that could be directed
apainst tar-ets within the zone, will be sunerfluous,
and the agreement should therefore provide for their
withdravil. This anlies to land areas east and south
of the zone and sea areas to the west and north. 17
This essentially broadens the belt of security boyond
the strict definition of the Nordic recion into the Soviet
of current statements by Moscow.

This "somewhat chiding ob-

servation by Sweden that the Soviet Northwest would lofically
be included are in sharp contrast to Finland's goal of reducing
points of nosaible provocation."
For NATO members, it is obvious that a fundamental shift
in the attitude of the defense nosture of Norway and Denmark
would be recuired.

Ouite simply, the current situation does

not lend itself to any optimism or even any positive motivation
for such a dramatic chanae in annroach to the national security
by Norway and Denmark.

The trend is actually in the opposite

direction, as increased particination in NATO exercises is
seen from its Scandinavian members.
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The third- oerio-d in this history of NFZ's commenced ,writh
the 8 1tay 1978 Stockholm sneech by President Kekkonen.

The

address itself will he discussed with resoect to the 9 7.4ay 1979
Hamburg speech, the most recent official expression on the
Nordic NFZ.

For purposes of discussion of this third phase,

suffice it to say that in general terms, this new increased

interest in said to stem from growing concern arisin, out of
the i.istability caused by weapons technoloy,, such as the cruise
missile.

"It

is

now necessarzj to ask whether the threat of

idstability is sufficient incentive for the NtATO countries
to re.otiate and poss-bly abandon the military arms -rocure!9
ment advantages afforded by the new weapons technoloTI.11

1-hat overshadows this issue, of course, is the strate-ic
balance of oower in

the whole Baltic area.

The intensive

buildun of forces by the Soviets in the li.ola area makes even
th-a moal of maintainin- the status quo unrealistic.
Just nrior to Kekkonen's recent visit

to the Federal

Renublic of Germany, an arms control symnosium was conduted

V

in

Helsinki out of which some of the views later voiced in

the Haumburg speech became evident.
nish delegation nartic.natinm in
with the assumption thar:

Two members of the Fin-

the ?ugw:ash Symnosium started

"the increasing strategic interest

of th, United States and the Soviet Union in the northern
seas area makes the F tnish pronosal for a Nordic N*Z more
relevant today than ever before." 20 "!hat then becorit s o'vious
is that the fonus of attention falls on Torwa-' and ,thether
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O,

m

the ruclear dption her NATO membershin gives her is "conditio
,2 1
sine aua non for Norwe-ian security."

Although the Nor-egians may not f - a serious nuclear
threat themselves, "the main Norvregian scenario seems to denict a potential deployment of conventional forces fror .ne
Kola Peninsula against Northern Nortay in a supernower conflict. ''2 2

The imnetus for such an act of alression by the

Soviets viould be either to secure the security of passage of
their SLMr.I fleet into the Atlarcic or to secure depth of
security vis-a-vis the Kola Peninsula.2 3

Aainst this sort

of military threat, the nuclear ontion for Non-,tay serves to
raise the threshold against a local conventional attack, but
"at the same time serves as a reassurance for the For.iezians
of their ' olitical

linkage to the wrider Euronean balance of

Unfortunately, the constraints on the use of force are
s

not viewed wi th the same resnect by all narties concerned.
Desnite Soviet assurances of sunnort, the continued inten-

':'

sive buildun in the

(ola Peninsula contradicts every reason-

able exnectation for achievinj concessicns from the Kremlin.
.Jhile overt disnlays of enthusiastic sunport for the Finnish
Droposal are forthcomin,

the persistent deliberate efforts

to enhance not' only the Kola area but Soviet forces in 7eneral
cause these promises to rino hollow.
In his sneech at the Ubersee-Club in Hamburg on 9 i'ay

1979, President Xekkonen emphasized stronily the fact that
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Finland is very much a Euronean nation, something .nis author
woulc

interoret as underscorinj the increasingly western ori-

entation of the Finns.

After indicatin- the imnortance of

learning the lessons of history, ,lekkonen conceded the need
for international interdependence in security.

With a passing

mention of the military clauses of the Treaty of Friendship,
Coo'neration and Mutual Assistance and its attendant obliYations,
the silnificance of this statement is discounted with the pronouncement that the 1948 treaty "does not constitute a militarw

nact." 2 5

The neutral nosition that the Finns maintain

is nredicated on this fact.

In an attempt to impart a sense

of ur.enc.? on the matter of establishing NFZ's and disarmament

n1altiations in particul,

Xe!don-en

that "newt danger and uncertaintanneared on the horizon.
have in

' 6

$irou-ht into the rdiscussion

factors outsida "urone have

The rotential

imnact this mi.ht

Eurone and the consecuences for, the Finns is

vie%:ed

with apprehension.
A country in Finland's nosition cannot fail to fear atr
indirect et-riorJ.Jion of its security situation if the
arms race in Europe accelerates and disarmament negotiations enter an imnasse. Threateuing siqns of a develonment in this direction are percentible. 2 7

All of this rhetoric can easily be dismissed if not
vie'%wed in the context of the comorehensive approach beinc oursued by Finland in her quest for security.
the wordina of the Stockholm sneech,

Contrasted with

lust one year earlier,

one iains an annreciation for the distinct differences in !'ek-

<oaen' s tone.
S4

No comprehensive analysis of these two speeches has
anpeared to date.

However, the initial reactions from various

sectors of the Finnish bureaucracy are telling. 2 8

The opinions

ranged from that of Professor Anunen who felt that the Hamburg speech made the necessary shifts in nolicy to encourage
further dialogue, to the Chief of Political Affairs in the
IHinistry of Foreign Affairs, Klaus Tdrnudd, who labeled any
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differences with the Stockholm speech as "suoerfluous. '"

Opinions from the military sector and the media noted
"slight" shifts in policy.

The head of the Press Section of

the !!inistry of Foreiln Affairs, Jaakko 3eraqvist, offered a
cautious but definite confirmation of the differences nointed
out by Professor Anunen and labeled the Hanburl sneech as a
"new noint of reference."'s O

Discountinc both the allejedly

radical views of Anunen and the stoically reserved exnression
of Tbrnudd, the temnered opinion of

er(qvist surfazes as

strikingly moderate, but at the same time thoroughly nlausible.
Two conclusions are wortri noting and are nertinent both
within the context of the issue of NFZ's discussed in this
thesis and the broader attendant issue of Finland's nosition
in the world o:Mder.
First and foremost to the subject at hand, the resurgence
of interest in arms control brought on by the success achieved
in

SALT II is reflected in the ontimism voiced by Kekkonen at

Hamburq.

In addition, it has brought about an apnarent com-

oromise in the Finnish position orovidinq increased efforts

at eliciting the commitments and guarantees f'rom the Soviets
and the United States which are nrerecuisites to f'ormal es-

4

tablishment of' a tTFZ in the N~ordic area.

Realistically, the

view expressed by Dr. Ruhala of' the Finnish Institute of 'Military Science, which cites a continuing dialogue with maintenance of' the statue quo as the current goals, seems to be the
most solid apinraisal. 3
Secondly, the Finns have once alain disnlayed that their
external f'reedom of' action has increased.

Contradicting those

who continue to misuse the Finns' name in def'inin3 the IXrernlin's

Iobjective as Finlandization or domination of' t,,he W-est Suropean
'7

reoinle, 1Kek~oens very action in this most recent -esture
towards nromoting detente snd. a TUFZ serves to emphasize the

I

autonomy enjoyed by the 7inns.
Those who initCiAly ixointed to the Finnish amb-1tions as
Soviet insnired should have Rained by now,. an annreciation of'

4

the true source of' the initiative and its oblectives.

Cer-

tainly ill must be conceded that some of' the results of' a NFZ
may coincide with what would arpear to Iulfill the *ambitions
of' the Soviets.

The balan~ce of' nower would not be disrunted,

however, and the comnrehensive result of' establishinYg a N'FZ
would lend stability to a notentially volatile area.
Cred~.bilitv from the Soviet Dersnective is not entirely
lackinc .

In an article on "'The Morthurn Theatre," John Eric%~-

son stnecificallv mentions the 1975 revival of the subject of
?IFZ's ~ythe Soviets, nommrentin- further that he does not

t

"take these manifestations to be mere idle political nosturinr
or simnle nrona-,andistic maninulation.

' 32

What this nassinq commentary seems to reflect more than
anything else is the unwillingness of Erickson and others to
view the situation from the Scandinavian nersnective.

It is

only in this context that one can credibly argue for the establishment of a nuclear free zone in this area and ignore
the attendant nroblems which arise out of the intricacies and
overlannin, alliances of the .jreat-noer conflict.

The majority

of the points made in a 197G article entitled "Problems of
,FZ's"' 8 8 remain valid today in snite of the conciliatory anproach beini taken by !,ekkonen.
The only realistic
the continuin,

.oal that the Finns can anticinote is

dialoue .-ithin the fratnewor,

limitation talks.

of on-!-otnq arms

The diverient annroaches the ,ior,.ic coun-

tries have taken towards national security remain far too

-

congruous to exnect a re-ional alliance beyond what presently
exists.

The current trend of the NATO members is actually

contrary to the establishment of the Nordic NIFZ based on quarantees mentioned above.

These ,uaranteos may not be forth-

cominm from the superpowers and, as has been pointed out previously, wiould have a martzinal impact or basis for credibility.
In the final analysis, there is nrecious little to sunnort the nrosnects for creation of a Nordic MFZ as !'ekkonen
envisions it.

The realities of the situation remain, ho,.-ever,

and the status nuo has been reasonably well maintained! for
87

these,past six~teen vears.- Certainly the nositi-on of the
Finns hsbeen enhanced with resnect to increased autonomy.
Wthether Keklz-onen's persistent pursuit of this security policy
is the primary or even a major factor is impossible to ascertamn

without a better understanding of the Soviet perceptions

which is not forthcoming.
4

While dramatic shifts in the structure of the Scandina-

vian defense system are not envisioned, neither is the erosion
of Hordic indenendence in any quarter.

If this is what being

an "errand boy" for 'M;oscow entails, it .would seem reasonable
to assume that Kelthonen will Absorb any negative publicity
in favor of continued Tains in Finnish autonomy.
will see continued efforts toward achievin,
motives as varied a3s the nossible results.

14

4ence,

one

P. 'Nordic NFZ lith

VII. COICLUSION

Roqer Berthoud warned about drazine "nonderous conclusions" about the Finnish communists.1

As Cha-ter V attempted

to exnlain and clarify, the historical backiround of Finnish
2
communism is eXtremely complex.
Comnoundin, the nroblem of
sorting out the coaliticn nolitics of this unique form of
narticipation by a communist party in a western styjle democracy is the inseparable issue of the relationship of the
Finnish Communist Party and the Soviet Union.

The dominating

role this relationship plays must be kept in mind constantly
to a~oreciate the delicate position of all Finns, not just
those within the Finnish Communist Party.

Certainly the know-

ledge that they have Moscow's blessing can be used to some
advantage by the communists in coalition bargaining.
The approach taken by the Finnish communists has many

unique qualities which make it difficult to compare it to other
Euronean communist movements in either Eastern or Western
Europe.

The single assured conclusion that one can make is

that the Finnish communists have learned how to survive in
oolitics within a democracy. As has been nointed out, unlike
the relatively uncompromising nature of many other Eurocommunists, the Finnish communists aopreciate the need to work
within the system in order to nromote their cause.

Close ties

to the Kremlin and the influence of geograohical oroximity

fli
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cannot be discounted, but evidence of Soviet involvement in
the day-to-day politics of Finland is minimal.
Much has been learned from the Finnish experience in
dealing with the great power, the USSR, and it is risky to
take specific examples of the Finnish communists' behavior
out of context.

Even the Soviets have learned the necessity

of having internal sup'ort in a country prior to attempting
to establish a new government.

The rejection of Kuusinen's

government in 1940, discussed in Chapter V, had many causes,
but the end result cannot by disputed: the Soviets failed to
accomplish what they set out to do,

Taken from another per-

spective, the Finns successfully resisted an attempt on the
part of a conquering power to install a pupoet government.
No one can predict the future of Finnish politics, although the historical precedent does seem to hold particularly
true for Finland.

This is especially evident if one accepts

the proposition put forth earlier concerninq the strong traditional voting patterns of the Finns.

Furthermore, with a

precedent of centuries versus decades, one must take account
of the firmly rooted democratic ideals of thise peonle both
as Finns and as Scandinavians.
The results of the March 1979 elections are the most
recent reflection of the extent to which the Finns have moved
towards a role of independence from Soviet influence.

The

worst showing by the Communists since being recognized in
1945 is not solely an adverse reaction to Soviet media
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influence, but rather the logical extension of what has been
a deliberate and persistent move towards increased autonomy.
Clearly, the economic factors cannot be discounted as unemployment nudges eight percent, but Conservative gains were
diaproportionately high (23%).

To attribute these gains

solely to any one cause would be oversimplifying the matter.
Suffice it to say that perceptions of Soviet tolerance, combined with what Christian Science Monitor correspondent, Ron
Sherer, described as a backlash against Soviet press warnings
not to vote for the Conservative Party, both contributed to
3
a setback for the left.
Whether this trend will continue to expand the limits
of Soviet acquiescence and increase the latitude of Finnish
movement is difficult to confirm.

The sharp contrast of the

relatively calm after-effects of this election with the indignant and crisis-enhancing response to the 1961 election
provides a firm indication of Finnish progress toward autonomy.
Can these conclusions be projected to the situations of
other Eastern European countries?

In general, these coun-

tries have already learned the lessons of submissive alleg!ance
to the CPSU the hard way.

Can they still be influenced by

Finland's example?
Certainly there are many individual characteristics of
each of the Warsaw Pact countries that could be nointed out
as clearly distinguishing asnects of their bilateral interaction
with the Kremlin.

Likewise, the Soviets would be quick to
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refute any stereo-tyne image of a dominated ring of buffer

states on her western front.

The wide range of approaches

to ruling and party participation is in evidence from the
way Tito ran Yugoslavia to Ulbricht's reign in the German
Democratic Republic.
Similarly, Western European communist parties, or Eurocommunists as they are called, display a diversity of platforms and exercise a wide variety of tactics in their quest
for increased involvement in the affairs of state; especially,

in Italy, France and Spain.
None of these countries has a population, economy or
history that closely matches that of Finland, but there are
some lessons of a general nature that the Finns have learned
that seem to this author to be applicable to other Soviet
neighbors.
First and foremost, the Finns understand the Soviet respect for force.

This is the sort of precedent that is dif-

ficult to establish, but to gain a reputation as a fighter
can go a long way at the bargaining table.

Certainly it is

a consideration in the Kremlin when the costs of intervention
are weighed in contemolation of offering fraternal assistance.
The Winter War experience, as vointed out in Chapter II, has
considerable reason to remain fresh in the mirds of the Soviets.
Secondly, the willingness to operate within mutually

understood parameters of toleration has gotten the Finns repeated and consistent gains in many phases of interaction
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with the Soviets.

This predictable nature has contributed

in large part toward building support for

the third lesson:

the effective use of force.
As expounded in Chapters IV and V, President Kekkonen's
unique style of intimate diplomacy has built an aura rivaled
only by the style that Tito displayed.

The intangible nature

of personal trust as a factor must not be discounted.

It has

and will continue to play a major role in Finnish foreign
policy as well as domestic politics.
The example of Russo-Finnish relations as a model for
other nations to follow in dealing with a great power so as
to avoid'domination has many limitaton.i as brought out earlier.

Nevertheless, the principles followed by the Finns

in successfully pursuing their current policy of active neutrality are applicable to the industrialized countries.

The

role of toleration by the Soviets in holding up Finland as the
example of how two countries can cooperate cannot be discounted.
This author feels, however, that the Finns have successfully
played their politics to evolve from a subjugated, defeated
nation in 1944 to an effective memberof the international community.

To summarize the historical relationship brought out

in detail in Chapter IT, from her initial conquored status
after World War II, Finland has progressed to a stance of
autonomous neutrality.

There can be little doubt that Finland's

position has become one that is increasingly independent aith
respect to the Kremlin.
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By putting the priority on foreign nolicy, domestic

considerations in Finland have suffered somewhat.

But at

least this attention to foreign affairs has met with a large
measure of success in gaining a favorable position on the international scene.

Kekkonen, as primary agent of Finnish

foregn policy, has effectively played the Soviets' goals to
his country's advantage.

He has the trust of the Kremlin and

appreciates the strength of his position as both a popular
leader of the Finnish people and an effective player on the
international scene.

It does not seem that it would be going too far to say
-that Kekkonen has taken advantage of the Soviets, holding up
his country as an example of Russian cooperation with a
democracy.

Finnish leaders appreciate the need of the Soviets

to maintain Rood relations with them, and are capable of operating very effectively within the boundaries of Soviet toleration.

The position of Finland improves as her economic ties

to the European Economic Community and other non-Communist
nations enhance the strength of thr economy with the exception
of energy.

The positive impact of the economy is felt in other sectors of Finnish society as well.

Stability in internal poli-

tics is closely tied to the economy as party lines are alligned
largely according to profession.

The shift back to the center

away from the Communist coalition in the March 1979 Parliamentary elections must serve as the most recent indicator.
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On

the basis of these favorable notes for Kekkonen's policies,
the necessary support to stabilize the sagging economy should
be forthcoming.
In a 1976 report of the Second Parliamentary Defense
Committee, Finland's own perception of the effects of her
security policy were expressed as far-reaching,
The opportunity for small countries to influence international policics have grown in the 1970's. The increase
in the contacts and forms of cooperation between nations
has at the same time posed a challenge, especially to
the foreign policy of neutral countries. By virtue of
its neutral position Finland has Darticipated ntively
in international cooperation... 4

f

Finland has been a positive influence and will be an
increasingly nosltive force as Kekkonen's policy of active
neutrality achieves greater autonomy for the Finns.

The Finns

are not the only ones confronted with a dilemma; the Soviets
face an equally formidable quandry in Scandinavia:
The Soviet dilemma inheres in the fact that an exploitation of the opportunity to induce Norway and Denmark
to drift away from NATO by acquiescing in or encouraging
the formation of a Scandinavian bloc, would involve the
unacceptable risk of Sweden, and, particularly, 7inland,
5
drifting in a westward direction.
The road that Finland is being led doim by President
Kekkonen is in as safe and as effective a direction as our
ideals of western democracy could hope for.

We should respect

the delicate balance that the Finns maintain and h lp them
most by not interfering.

Or, as George Kennan put it, "we

can heln them only by giving them our respect for their
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remarkable accomplishments as a peo",le,

an.I our unerstan, ing

for their unique and delicate geographic scituation."'6
In attempting to define Finlandization it has become
clear that the term has been maligned to the point of almost
escaping definition.

It has been this author's contention

that the essence of the term Finlandization is embodied in
the question posed by President John F. Kennedy in tne fallowing exerpt from an article by H. Peter Krosby:
All of the basic Western assuimintions regarding Soviet
intentions and Finland's uneviable situation were implicit in President John F. Kennedy's revealing ques.tion, ...
'what puzzles us Americans is qhy the Soviet 7
Union has allowed Finland to retain her independence?'
Those who feared detente would pave the way for the extension of Soviet influence "saw Finland as an example of a
country already remotely controlled from Mz'scow and held it
up as a warning to the rest of Western Europe."'8

On the con-

trary, the Finns hardly provide the best 3xamole of a European
country that has become Sovietized, if that is what Finlandization represents.
What should be increasingly apparent from the evidence
presented is that there is a disparity between the negative
connotations involved in the term Finlandization and the
reality of the Finnish position.
level of involvement by the

If one dwells on the current

Soviet Union in Finnish aff.airs,

a case could be made for a somewhat vague structure of influerie being exerted.

Wher taken in the context of (omnarine
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Finland's position today vis-a-vis 1944, Soviet involvement
has obviously diminished to an almost insignificant level.
In his address in Hamburg on 9 May 1979, President

Kekkonen pcinted out some of the unique aspects of Finnish
history which contribute to this dramatic evolution of a
country in such a short period of time.

1i

spite of coming

out on the losing side of both the Winter War and the Continuation War, Helsinki stood as one of only three European capitals not occupied, the other two being Moscow and London.
Having maintained this status to theprsndatth

very least the Finns must be credited with a policy that has
precluded the physical presence of the Soviets.

It could be

argued that Finnish neutrality is self-imposed and from the
Soviet point of view it is "cheap since it snares the outsider
[the USSR]

the need to invest time, money and effort in stage-

managing the transformation and keeping the new spirit alive
,9
and functioning properly."

It is the conclusion of this thesis that the Finns &re
very much aware of the Soviets oragmatic approach to their
relationship with Finland, and they have exploited it in a
very successful manner.
There is an element of risk inherent in making a research
trio of any sort, particularly if the researcher has completed
the majority of his reading on the subject before embarking.
While this was the situation in the pursuit of investigating
this thesis, a conscious attempt to maintain objectivity was
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made, the success of which is lef' to the reader to judge.
Hopefully any evidence offered from interviews did not appear
prejudiced as that secured by an author travelling in search
of only supporting material.

Those individuals who generously

shared their time and opinions were considerate enough to provide a diverse spectrum of viewpoints from various sectort of
the Finnish government and media.

The prevailing impression

gained was one of the great oride harbored by the people of
Finland.

Certainly they have their share of problemz and are

aware of them.

The overwhelming majority of people this author

came in contact with, however, from the thoroughly professional
tour guides to university professors and government officials,
were justly proud of their heritage and current position in
world politics.

The dispronortionately significant role that

is played by this small nation testifies to the strenth of
will of the people.

Whether or not this thesis convinces

you of the measure of autonomy the Finns have achieved or the
inportance of Finland's role in international Dolitics, the
sincerity and pride of the Finnish people toward this end is
apparent to any who care to look.

Anything less is a con-

sequence of this writer's failure to effectively communicate.
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APPENDIX A
TREATY OF FRIENDSHIP, CO-OPERATION AND MUTUAL ASSISTANCE
VETWEEN
THE REPUBLZC OF FINLAND

AND THE UNION OF SOVIET

SOCIALIST RZPUBLICS SIGNED ON APRIL 6, 1948
ARTICLE 1
In the eventuality of Finland, or the Soviet Union through
Finnish territory, becoming the object of an armed attack by Germany
ox any state allied wich the latter, Finland will, true to its obligations as an independent state, fight to repel the attack.

Finland

will in such cases use all its available forces for defending its
territorial integrity by land, sea and air, and will do so within
the frontiers of Finland in accordance with obligations defined in
the present Agreement and, if necessary, with the &ssistance of, or
jointly with, the Soviet Union.
In the cases aforementioned the Soviet Tonion will give Finland
the help required, the giving of which will be subject to mutual
agreement between the Contracting Parties,
ARTICLE 2
The High ContractinS Parties sho L. confer with each". other if it
is established that the threat of an -uzedattack as de4-cribed in
Article 1 is present.
ARTICLE 3
The ff.ijh .otrscting Prtics. . xe "x

ux

' heir intehtion

loyally tc participate in all mcaures towards the mai:tenance of international peaca and security in conformity with the aims and principles of the United Nations Organization.
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ARTICLE 4
The High Contracting Parties confirm their pledge, given under

Article 3 of the Peace Treaty signed in Paris on 10th February 1947,
not to conclude any alliance or join any coalition directed against
the other High Contracting Party.
ARTICLE 5
The High Contracting Parties give assurance of their decision
to act in a spirit of co-operation and friendship towarda the further
development of consolidation of economic and cultural relations between
Finland

id the Soviet Union.
ARTICLE 6

The High Contracting Parties plJdge themselves to observe the

principles of the mutual respect of sovereignty and integrity and that
o2 non-interference in the internal affairs of the other State.

ARTICLE 7
The execution of the Present Agreement shall take place in at.cordance with the principles of the United Nations Organization.
ARTICLE 8
The present Agreement shall be ratified and remains in force
ten years after the date of its coming into force.

The Agreement

shall come into force upon the exchange of the instruments of ratifi-

cation, the exchange taking place in the dhortest possible time in
Helsinki.
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Provided neither of the High Contracting Parties denounces it
one year before the expiration of the said ten-year period the Agree-

ment shall remain in force for subsequent f!.ve-year periods until
either High Contracting Party one year before the expiration of such

five-year period in writing notifies i..

intention of terminating thei

validity of the Agreement.
In witness hereof the Plenipotentiaries have sigrad the present
Agreement and affixed their seals.
Done in the city of Moscow on the sixth day of April 1948 in
two copies, in the Finnish and the Russian languageu, both txts being
authentic.

V. MOLOTV

*AUNO PEKKALA
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APPENDIX C
IMAR

PEYVENTAGE OF
POPULAR VOTE

SEATS

(out of 200)
49

19523.5

2

20.0

3

1951

21.6

43

1954

21.6

43

23.2

so

1962

22.0

47

1966

21.2

41

V1958
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APPENDIX D

PARTY

NU

OF SEATS OUT OF 200

1975 1972 1970 1966 1962 1958 1954 1951
Social Democratic Party
Peoplos' Democratic League

54
40

55
37

52
36

55
41

38
47

48
50

54
43

53
43

COnter Party

39

35

36

50

53

48

53

51

Conserative Party

35

34

37

26

32

29

24

28

Sedish Peoples'

10

10

12

12

14

14

13

15

Liberal Party
Christian League

9
9

7
4

8
1

8
.

13

8

13

10

ftral Party
W'hers

2
2

18
-

18
-

1

.

.

Party
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7

3

7

30

3

.

.

-

-
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